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Light is a paradigmatic quantum field, with individual excitations—photons—
that are the most accessible massless particles known. However, their lack of mass
and extremely weak interactions mean that typically the thermal description of
light is that of blackbody radiation. As the temperature of the light decreases, the
overall number of photons approaches zero. Therefore, efforts for quantum optics
and optical physics have mostly focused on driving systems far from equilibrium to
populate sufficient numbers of photons. While lasers provide a severe example of a
nonequilibrium problem, recent interests in the near-equilibrium physics of so-called
photon gases, such as in Bose condensation of light or in attempts to make photonic
quantum simulators, suggest one re-examine near-equilibrium cases.
In this thesis, we consider peculiar driven open quantum system scenarios
where near-equilibrium dynamics can lead to equilibration of photons with a finite
number, following a thermal description closer to that of an ideal gas than to black-
body radiation. Specifically, we show how laser cooling of a well-isolated mechanical
mode or atomic motion can provide an effective bath which enables control of both
the chemical potential and temperature of the resulting grand canonical ensemble of
photon. We then theoretically demonstrate that Bose condensation of photons can
be realized by cooling an ensemble of two-level atoms inside a cavity. Finally, we
find that the engineered chemical potential for light not only admits future applica-
tions in many-body quantum simulations, facilitates preparation of near-equilibrium
photonic states, but also enables an analogous voltage bias for photonic circuit ele-
ments.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Near-Equilibrium Physics of Light: A Revisit
The thermal distribution of light was first deduced by Planck more than a
century ago [1, 2]. Following the efforts to understand the spectral distribution of
electromagnetic radiation emitted by a object in thermal equilibrium [3–5], Planck
successfully derived his famous blackbody radiation law by postulating discrete en-
ergy elements proportional to the frequencies of a set of resonators. Planck’s theory
resolved the problem of high frequency divergences in Rayleigh’s classical physics
prediction of the thermal radiation emission spectrum [5], which was later referred
to as the ultraviolet catastrophe by Ehrenfest [6], and led to the first appearance of
the Planck constant h and the determination of the Boltzmann constant kB. Peo-
ple marked the publication of the revolutionary blackbody radiation formula as the
beginning of quantum theory, and Planck was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics
1918 for “his discovery of energy quanta”.
The modern understanding of matter-light interactions is based upon quantum
electrodynamics (QED) pioneered by the work of Dirac [7]. In QED, photons are
gauge massless bosons for electromagnetic fields, i.e. the quanta of excitation car-
rying electromagnetic forces. Unlike usual massive particles, gauge massless bosons
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including photons are not governed by particle conservation during their typical in-
teraction with matter even at low energies, and thus are described in equilibrium
by the canonical ensemble – they have no chemical potential. This peculiar nature
explains why the spectrum of thermal radiation only depends upon the temperature
but not other properties of the blackbody material. At low temperatures, rather
than forming a condensate as massive bosons do, the occupation number of photons
drops significantly as described by the theory of blackbody radiation, and the vac-
uum is the typical ground state of such systems. As a consequence, major efforts of
quantum optics has been focused mostly on nonthermal states of light such as lasers
or coherent states, and non-classical squeezed states.
On the other hand, the quantized degree of freedom of light provides one
promising avenue for quantum simulation [8, 9] by examining the phases of matter
that can arise with the inclusion of interactions between photons [10–14]. Perhaps
the most dramatic possibilities arise in circuit QED [15], where the Josephson effect
provides a strong microwave nonlinearity, though similar improvements are now
becoming available in semiconductor, molecular, and atomic nonlinearities in the
optical domain [16–19]. These photonic systems are particularly interesting given
our ability to control the dispersion relation of the particles, including, e.g., the
creation of effective mass [20, 21] or synthetic gauge fields [22–24] as well as the
character of their interaction. Simple examples of photonic quantum simulations
include observations quasiequilibrium Bose-Einstein condensate of photons in recent
experiments using cavity polaritons [20, 25–27] or with dye microcavities [21] under
pumping and loss process, and self-organization of atoms and open Dicke model
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phase transition in the setting of cavity quantum electrodynamics [28–31]. More
complex versions now include driven arrays of Josephson-junction-based devices
[32]. To provide a sufficient number of photons to create an interesting many-
body state of light, current experiments either use approximate number conservation
[33, 34] (enabling an effective chemical potential description with a phenomenological
temperature) or are far from equilibrium and instead described by a steady-state,
while the behavior of which is challenging to predict [35, 36].
Recent attempts to generate and describe complex many-body phenomena
with photons suggest one revisit near-equilibrium physics of light. In particular,
statistical mechanics has laid a firm foundation for addressing complicated problems
with standard thermodynamic ensembles introduced by Gibbs [37]. It has been
recently proposed that in parametrically driven systems, near-equilibrium dynamics
can lead to equilibration of photons into a thermodynamic ensemble with a finite
number of photons [38]. This Gibbs-like ensemble then has an adjustable effective
chemical potential, and the dynamics admits a near-equilibrium description without
solving the full driven-dissipative nonequilibrium quantum problem. This approach
left open a key challenge of developing a robust source of photons that will populate
the nonlinear system at a desired temperature and number.
In this thesis, we explore photon thermalization in driven open quantum sys-
tems whose long-time dynamics admit thermodynamic descriptions with a finite
photon number, which may open up new opportunities in quantum optics, quantum
simulations, and photonic statistics. The nonequilibrium nature in driven systems
poses crucial challenges in predicting their dynamics and simulating equilibrium
3
many-body states while at the same time provides distinct opportunities to explore
dynamical quantum phases. Here we show that the ability to cool a massive har-
monic oscillator to its ground state, via optomechanics, as well as the advent of laser
cooling and trapping of cold atoms, provides the necessary tools to realize the dream
of many-body quantum simulation with photons. Specifically, photons in microwave
or optical cavities can reach a steady-state mimicking a grand-canonical ensemble
at the temperature of the laser-cooled motions and with a chemical potential close
to the energy of a single laser photon. We then find that Bose condensation of
photons is also possible via our proposed thermalization mechanism, and construct
a phase diagram suggesting our ability to access different phases of cavity photons,
including condense, gain, thermal, and quasi-thermal, by simply adjusting the fre-
quency and intensity of the laser. Moreover, the photon flow between a parametric
bath to another photon bath can be formulated as nonequilibrium transport analo-
gous to electronic current driven by a voltage imbalance. Potential implementations
of our approaches are built upon available technologies today, and the thermody-
namic detailed-balance arguments could be directly generalized to include nonlinear
interactions [38]. We are looking forward to future applications including manip-
ulating nonlinear photonics in circuit QED, thermalization of Rydberg-polariton,
superfluidities of light, nonequilibrium phase transitions, as well as predicting and
controlling photon flow in photonic circuits.
4
1.2 Chemical Potential of Light by Parametric Thermalization
A general approach to engineering a controllable chemical potential for light
is highly desirable to provide an adjustable parameter in exploring phase diagrams
as well as a photonic analog to voltage bias in directing photon transport. We now
briefly review the idea of generating an chemical potential of light by parametric
thermalization proposed in Ref. [38]. Consider a photonic system with Hamiltonina
HS coupled parametrically via 2λ cos(ωpt)HSB to a low-temperature, low-frequency
thermal bath with Hamiltonian HB (see Fig. 1.1). Assuming the system and the
bath are initially uncorrelated with the density matrix of the bath of the Boltzmann
form ρB ∝ exp(−βHB) [39], where β is the inverse temperature of the bath, the
authors of Ref. [38] find the parametric system-bath coupling will lead to a controlled
chemical potential of the photons.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of engineering a controllable chemical
potential for light by parametric thermalization [38].
proximation by assuming ||HS −HS ′||, ~ωc  ~ωp, where ωc is the cutoff frequency
of the bath response function. We now have a time-independent total Hamiltonian
in this rotating frame and under the rotating wave approximation. For weak cou-
pling λ and an infinite thermal bath, one will expect the system thermalize to the
temperature of the bath with a system density matrix
ρS ∝ e−β(HS
′−ωpN̂). (1.3)
Comparing Eq. (1.3) to the Gibbs state of a grand canonical ensemble, we have
identified an effective chemical potential µ ≡ ~ωp, which is directly controlled by
the frequency of the parametric coupling. The key challenges for this approach
include introducing an appropriate bath to the photonic system via a parametric
coupling, and examining photon flow when the system is coupled to an additional
6
bath corresponding to photon loss.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
Chap. 2 builds upon the general concept of an effective chemical potential
in driven systems with an implementation appropriate for a photon-based quan-
tum simulator via quantum optomechanics. The canonical parametric process we
consider is the generation of sidebands of light by the motion of a mirror. We
show how laser cooling of a well-isolated mechanical mode can provide an effective
low-frequency bath for the quantum simulator system, and that the use of auxil-
iary photon modes, coupled by the mechanical system, enables control of both the
chemical potential and temperature of the resulting grand canonical ensemble of the
photonic quantum simulator.
Chap. 3 studies the emitted light during laser cooling of atoms and find that
noninteracting photons can thermalize with the atoms to a grand canonical ensem-
ble. This thermalization is accomplished via scattering of light between different
optical modes, mediated by the laser cooling process. While optically thin modes
lead to traditional laser cooling of the atoms, the dynamics of multiple scattering in
optically thick modes has been more challenging to describe. We carefully treat the
atomic motion and the two sets of modes with quantum master equations and de-
velop a theoretical tool called self-consistent Fermi’s golden rule (see Appendix. A)
to examine the optically thick modes. We then find that in an appropriate set of
limits, multiple scattering leads to thermalization of the light with the atomic mo-
7
tion in a manner that approximately conserves total photon number between the
laser beams and optically thick modes, leading to a grand canonical ensemble of the
optically thick subsystem with a chemical potential nearly equal to the energy of a
single laser photon. We consider the realization of this regime using two-level atoms
in Doppler cooling, and find physically realistic conditions for rare-earth atoms.
Chap. 4 addresses the open question of the possibility of a BEC of photons
in the laser cooling scenario presented in Chap. 3 and theoretically demonstrate
that a Bose condensation of photons can be realized by cooling an ensemble of two-
level atoms (realizable with alkaline earth atoms) inside a long, curved Fabry-Perot
cavity. We consider the potential realization using rare-earth atoms in Doppler
cooling, and construct a phase diagram as a function of laser frequency and field
strength, showing gain, condensate, thermal and quasi-thermal regimes for cavity
photons.
Finally, Chap. 5 considers how a sinusoidal parametric coupling between two
semi-infinite photonic transmission lines leads to the creation and flow of photons
between the two lines. Our approach provides a photonic analog to the Landauer
transport formula, and using nonequilbrium Green’s functions, we can extend it to
the case of an interacting region between two photonic leads where the sinusoid fre-
quency plays the role of a voltage bias. Crucially, we identify both the mathematical
framework and the physical regime in which photonic transport is directly analo-
gous to electronic transport and regimes in which other behavior such as two-mode
squeezing can emerge.
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Chapter 2: Optomechanical approach to controlling the temperature
and chemical potential of light1
2.1 Quantum Optomechanics
Optomechanics, a rapidly growing research frontier investigating the interac-
tion between light and motion, has paved the way for preparation and manipulation
of nonclassical states of light and macroscopic mechanical resonators [40–43]. The
development and advancement of optomechanical cooling techniques [44–47], re-
cently reaching the quantum backaction limit [48], have made possible the prepara-
tion of the quantum ground state of a mechanical resonator [49–51], squeezed states
of light [52–54], realization of nonlinear optics [55–60], and bath engineering for
photons using the mechanical degree of freedom [61] in optomechanical platforms.
Here we build upon the general concept of chemical potential in driven sys-
tems with an optomechanical implementation appropriate for a nonlinear photonic
or microwave quantum simulator, taking full advantage of the advances in laser
cooling and related techniques in optomechanics to control the effective bath for the
photonic system. The parametric optomechanical interaction between the optical
1This chapter has part of “Optomechanical approach to controlling the temperature and chem-
ical potential of light,” by C.-H. Wang and J. M. Taylor in Phys. Rev. A 97, 033850 (2018)
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system and the low-frequency bath is provided through a beam-splitter coupling
between the optical system and another laser-driven mode, which can be realized
in a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer [62, 63]. The use of multiple photon modes
enables control of both the chemical potential, by drive frequency, and temperature,
by drive amplitude, of the resulting photonic grand canonical ensemble.
2.2 Optomechanical Implementation of a Parametric Bath for Pho-
tons
Here we propose an optomechanical implementation for a controllable bath
that leads to a grand canonical ensemble of photons with definite temperature and
chemical potential by parametric coupling in a driven system. One natural candi-
date to engineer the parametric coupling is through optomechanics, where thermal
(mechanical) excitation can create sideband photons from a pump laser, leading to
an effective photonic bath. Consider a beam-splitter-type coupling, which is com-
mon in so-called mirror-in-the-middle systems [64–66] and can also be realized in
the Michaelson-Sagnac geometry [62, 63], between optical modes â and b̂ and the
motion of the mechanical resonator q̂, V̂qa = −~Ga0(b̂†â + â†b̂)q̂, where Ga0 is the
coupling parameter between â, b̂, and q̂. By driving the photonic mode b̂ with
a strong laser of frequency νb, we can expand b̂ as a small quantum fluctuation δb̂
around a large steady-state mean value bs, b̂(t) = bse
−iνbt+δb̂(t), and the interaction
can be linearized by neglecting the quantum fluctuations δb̂(t),
V̂qa(t) ≈ −~Ga0bs(âeiνbt + â†e−iνbt)q̂. (2.1)
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We assume that the coupling strength is weak compared to optical energies, ~ga 
~νb, which is typically true for optomechanical interactions. Here ga = Ga0bsqZPF





is the mechanical zero-point fluctuation. Given this weak parametric
coupling and sufficiently small optical losses, one expects the system to reach an
equilibrium state describable by a grand canonical ensemble with chemical potential
~νb, as shown in Ref. [38].
In practice, there are three fundamental limits to this optomechanical ap-
proach. First, the response of a high quality factor resonator is narrow band, char-
acterized by its mechanical damping rate, leading to thermalization for transitions
only very near the mechanical resonances. Second, the mechanical temperature may
be too high even in cryogenic settings, compared to, for example, the relevant pho-
tonic nonlinear terms around 100 MHz one may be using to implement a many-body
Hamiltonian [see Fig. 2.1(a)-2.1(c)]. Third, the optomechanical interaction requires
a strong pump field in mode b̂, which we would like to not pollute our many-body
optical system â. That is, we want no steady-state coherence generated in our
optical system â by the pump (as = 0).
To conquer the first two challenges, we propose adding an additional optical
cooling mode ĉ to broaden the mechanical bandwidth and lower the temperature
via laser cooling [see Fig. 2.1(d)-2.1(f)]. Specifically, the quantum Brownian motion
theory applies to the coupled three optical modes and one mechanical mode by
treating b̂, ĉ, q̂ all together as an effective heat bath for the system â as we show
below. The last problem we solve only technically via a potential experimental
11














































Figure 2.1: Comparison between cases of (a)-(c) a mechanical resonator
as a bath and (d)-(f) a laser-cooled mechanical resonator as a bath for
the many-body photonic system. (a) Schematic diagram of a mechan-
ical resonator q̂ serving as an effective bath for the many-body pho-
tonic system â through optomechanical interaction. (b) Photon emis-
sion coefficient Γ+ (orange solid line) and absorption coefficient Γ− (red
dashed line) due to coupling with the mechanical resonator. The coeffi-
cients have an out-of-range peak centered at the mechanical resonant fre-
quency ωm, with a small width characterized by the mechanical damping
rate γm, leading to efficient thermalization only within the narrowband
around ωm. (c) Effective bath temperature kBTeff of the mechanical
resonator. (d) Schematic diagram of a mechanical resonator q̂, laser-
cooled by a cooling mode ĉ, serving as a thermal bath to the photonic
many-body system â through optomechanical interaction. (e) Photon
emission coefficient Γ+ (orange solid line) and absorption coefficient Γ−
(red dashed line) due to coupling with the laser-cooled mechanical res-
onator, suggesting a much broader bandwidth towards low frequencies.
(f) Effective bath temperature kBTeff of a laser-cooled mechanical res-
onator, which is lowered by a factor of 10−5 in comparison to the case
without laser-cooling. These plots are generated with the parameters




κc, β = 10
−4ωm, γm = 10
−6ωm, the cavity-enhanced
system-bath coupling ga = 0.45ωm, and the mechanical resonator-cooling
cavity coupling gc = 0.45ωm.
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design using the Michelson-Sagnac geometry [62, 63], but the underlying concept
of using beam-splitter optomechanical interactions for pump rejection should be
extensible to many other configurations.
We now focus on our solutions to the first two challenges. Specifically, we
consider how the correlation functions, which describe the full dynamics of the
mechanical system, including its bath, are modified by laser cooling using, e.g.,
an additional photonic mode ĉ. This allows us to connect the full non-Markovian
theory that describes the original mechanical system to a new effective bath that
includes the laser cooling and is close to Markovian. Thus the q̂ degree of freedom
is effectively promoted to a bath operator B̂ whose correlation functions mimic the
desired bath (including chemical potential) for the many-body photonic system â.
We will show how b̂, ĉ, q̂, and their dissipative environments all together serve as a
bath for the many-body system â (see Fig. 2.2). Specifically, the Hamiltonian reads
Ĥ =Ĥa + Ĥ0 + V̂qa + V̂qc + Ĥdrive,b + Ĥdrive,c
+ Ĥκb + Ĥκc + Ĥγm , (2.2)
where Ĥa is some general system Hamiltonian for â and might contain nonlinear
terms. We have







V̂qa = −~Ga0(b̂†â+ â†b̂)q̂, (2.4)


















Here ωa, ωb, and ωc are the frequencies of the optical modes â, b̂, and ĉ; M , ωm, and
p̂ are the mass, mode frequency, and momentum of the mechanical resonator; Gc0
is the coupling parameter between the optical mode ĉ and the mechanical resonator
q̂; Hκb , Hκc , and Hγm are the dissipative interactions of the cavity modes b̂ and ĉ
and mechanical modes q̂ with the environment with damping rates κb, κc, and γm
respectively. Note that we have assumed the perfect cavity limit, i.e., no internal
losses inside the high quality factor cavities, such that the dissipation in cavity
modes comes solely from the coupling to the external drive. The loss rate of the
system â is zero, κa = 0, since we are driving b̂ and ĉ modes only. The interaction
V̂qc between the mechanical mode and cooling mode ĉ can also be beam-splitter-like.
We now move to a rotating frame through U = ei(νbâ
†â+νbb̂
†b̂+νcĉ†ĉ)t. Ha can
be decomposed into Ha0 + Ha,⊥. Here Ha0 is the particle-number conserving part
(comprising of ââ† and â†â pairs) while Ha,⊥ includes all terms that do not conserve
the total number of particles. Assuming ||Ha,⊥||  ~νb and weak beam-splitter
coupling ~Ga0qZPF  ~νb, we can make the rotating wave approximation such that
Hra(t) = U(t)HaU

















Te↵ [!], Je↵ [!]
Figure 2.2: Schematic diagram of the optomechanical implementation
of a parametric bath for photons. Here, b̂, ĉ, q̂, and their dissipative
environments all together serve as a bath for the photonic system â as
described in the linearized Heisenberg-Langevin equations (2.12).
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˙̂p =−Mω2m(q̂ − q0)− γmp̂+ ~Ga0(b̂†â+ â†b̂) + ~Gc0ĉ†ĉ+ F̂in(t). (2.8)
We have defined the optical detunings ∆a = νb−ωa, ∆b = νb−ωb, and ∆c = νc−ωc.
The cavity input fields b̂in = bin,s + δb̂in and ĉin = cin,s + δĉin have classical drive
amplitudes bin,s and cin,s and quantum vacuum noise parts δb̂in and δĉin, respectively,
while the mechanical motion is affected by a Brownian stochastic force F̂in(t) [68–71].





























































eβ~ω−1 is the bosonic occupation function at thermal equilibrium for
the mechanical thermal environment, and for specificity we assume the spectral
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density J [ω] = γmωMe
−ω/ωa for Ohmic damping, though other baths work as well.
In the end, the laser cooling changes the correlation functions sufficiently to eliminate
these effects. However, putting in the Ohmic form of J [ω] now helps us connect this
system to the effective spectral density Jeff [ω] we obtain later by looking at the
correlation functions of q̂ in the laser cooling regime.
Assuming that the laser fields are strong, we now separate the dynamics of
the operators into their semiclassical steady-state values and quantum fluctuations,
Ô = Os+δÔ and Ô = â, â†, b̂, b̂†, ĉ, ĉ†, q̂, p̂. We are interested in the case
√
〈â†â〉 = 0
such that the occupation of the system is not driven by the laser pump. Note that
we need to set q0 = −~Gc0|cs|2/Mω2m to balance the displacement induced by the
constant radiation pressure force and make qs = 0 such that the vanishing steady-
state solution for the system as = 0 is allowed in the coupled equation of motion.
Solving for the steady-state solution through Eq. (2.8) with the above condition, we
have bs =
√
κbbin,s/(i∆d − κb/2), cs =
√
κccin,s/(i∆c − κc/2), and as = qs = ps = 0.
We can take bs and cs to be real by absorbing the complex phase into the definition
of the laser amplitudes. Since as = qs = ps = 0, our system â and the resonator
mode q̂ are not displaced.
By keeping only the linear terms in fluctuations, though making no assump-
tion about Ha for the many-body system of interest, we arrive at the linearized
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[Ha0, â] + i∆aâ+ iGa0bsq̂,
δ
˙̂
















˙̂p = −Mω2mq̂ − γmp̂+ ~Ga0bs(â+ â†) + ~Gc0cs(δĉ+ δĉ†) + F̂in(t). (2.12)
One can see that the optical field δb̂ now decouples from all the other modes, only en-
tering the dynamics with its steady-state value bs as an enhancement of the coupling
between q̂ and â.
Note that one can see explicitly the form of a parametric coupling between
â and q̂ by rotating back to the laboratory frame of the system c, V̂ lin.,labqa (t) =
−~Ga0bs(âeiνbt + â†e−iνbt)q̂. We stress that the original beam-splitter-type coupling
between â and b̂ is essential for the pump rejection purpose such that the classical
amplitude of b̂ mediated the sinusoidal parametric coupling without pumping the
system directly.
2.3 Effective Bath Spectral Density and Temperature
The system-bath coupling is proportional to â+ â†, which will lead to a force-
like term as in quantum Brownian motion. We show that the correlation function
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of the mechanical resonator can be expressed in a form analogous to Eq. (2.11) as
















where q̂I(t) = e
iHBtq̂e−iHBt is the coordinate field in the interaction picture. The










































cos(ωt) dω, and q̂I(t)
determines the properties of the stochastic force ξ̂Ya(t).
To find the interaction operator q̂I(t), it is equivalent to solve a set of coupled
equations of motion for δĉ and q̂ as in Eq. (2.12) but without the system-bath cou-






















−iωp̃[ω] =−Mω2mq̃[ω]− γmp̃[ω] + F̃in[ω] + ~Gc(c̃[ω] + c̃†[ω]). (2.16)
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We define the bare mechanical susceptibility
χ−1q,0[ω] = −Mω2 +Mω2m − iMωγm, (2.17)




(∆c + ω) + iκc/2
+
1
(∆c − ω)− iκc/2
)
, (2.18)
such that χ−1q [ω] = χ
−1















i(∆c − ω) + κc/2
)]
= χq[ω](F̃in[ω] + C̃in[ω]). (2.19)
The position autocorrelation function thus has two contributions: Cqq(t) = Cqq,F (t)+

























Here L[ω] is a Lorentzian function of frequency centered at −∆c with a width κc,
L[ω] ≡ κc/2π
(ω + ∆c)2 + κ2c/4
. (2.22)
Compared with Eq. (2.13), we arrive at a new quantum Brownian motion bath
with a modified spectral density Jeff [ω], a frequency-dependent temperature Teff [ω],
and an in general non-Markovian damping kernel γeff(t). The effective spectral
density is
Jeff [ω] = |χq[ω]|2
{
















+ π~G2c (L[ω] + L[−ω])
J [ω] + π~G2c (L[ω]− L[−ω])
, (2.24)
or equivalently by a detailed-balance-like condition
e~ωβeff [ω] =
J [ω](n̄[ω] + 1) + π~G2cL[ω]
J [ω]n̄[ω] + π~G2cL[−ω]
. (2.25)
We note that working in the red-detuned regime such that ∆c < 0, when
L[ω]
L[−ω] >
e~ωβ, we have βeff [ω] > β, consistent with the cooling mechanism.
The effective temperature and spectral density determine the equilibrium dis-
tribution of the photons through a detailed-balance condition [42]. Specifically,





If the â mode is at a frequency Ω = −∆a = ωa− νb, then the corresponding Fermi’s
golden rule transition rates of emitting one photon by absorbing energy from the
effective bath Rn→n+1[Ω] and losing one photon to the effective bath Rn→n−1[Ω] can
be expressed in terms of the quantum noise spectrum as
Rn→n+1[Ω] = (n+ 1)
g2a
q2ZPF




Sqq[Ω] = nΓ−[Ω]. (2.27)
According to Eq. (2.13), the photon emission (absorption) coefficient Γ+(−) can be




Sqq[−Ω] = 4g2aMωmJeff [Ω]
1








e~Ωβeff [Ω] − 1 . (2.28)
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At equilibrium, the photon occupation number should satisfy the detailed-balance






= e~Ωβeff [Ω] = e~(ωa−νb)βeff [ωa−νb]. (2.29)
Note that since we are working in the rotating frame, the detailed-balance condition
leads to the grand canonical distribution of photons associated with a frequency-
dependent effective temperature, as predicted. Here ~νb takes the role of an effective
chemical potential set by the driving frequency on the auxiliary beam-splitter mode
b̂.
The effective spectral density that determines the coupling strength and the
actual value of transition rates also matters. So far we have been working in the
perfect cavity limit and neglecting the internal loss of the cavity. If the thermaliza-
tion rates of the effective bath Rn→n+1[Ω] and Rn→n−1[Ω] are too slow such that one







The finite loss effect of the cavity will eventually destroy the desired grand canonical
distribution. A strong enough coupling (determined by Jeff) and enhanced coupling
ga (determined by the power of the driving field b̂in) within the photonic bandwidth
is therefore required to achieve efficient thermalization towards the grand canonical
distribution.
To generate the equilibrium photonic state of interest, we aim at a well-defined
(frequency-independent) bath temperature TB within the operating frequency band-
width of interest 0 ≤ ω . |∆a|  ωa and study the bath property within that range.
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We note again here that it is crucial to include the cooling mode ĉ to broaden the
resonator linewidth and provide a lower effective temperature.
2.4 Laser-Cooling-Dominated Limit
First we look for an idealized case under the laser-cooling-dominated limit,
γm ≈ 0, such that one can achieve the minimum effective temperature by omitting
the mechanical thermal environment and consider the laser cooling effect only. We
then study the minimum effective temperature T opteff [ω] and spectral density J
opt
eff [ω]
under this limit, especially at low frequencies ω  |∆c|, κc (see Fig. 2.3). Note that
we are working with the red-detuned regime ∆c < 0 for cooling process. Specifically,







(ω −∆c)2 + κ2c/4
(ω + ∆c)2 + κ2c/4
. (2.31)














Thus we have an optimal choice of detuning 4∆2c = 3κ
2
c to make the ω
2 coefficient
vanish. Note that Eq. (2.32) corresponds to a positive temperature for ∆c < 0 asso-
ciated with the cooling process. For a blue-detuned laser, the effective temperature
is negative, representing a gain in the optomechanical system.










































Figure 2.3: (a) Effective temperature of the laser-cooled mechanical res-
onator as a bath under laser-cooling-dominated limit. (b) Effective spec-
tral density of the bath under laser-cooling-dominated limit with the pa-
rameters −∆c = ωm =
√
3κc/2 and gc,max = κc/2, and we have included
β = 10−4ωm and γm = 10
−6ωm for the gc = 0 case. Note that there are
out-of-range peaks centered around the mechanical resonance ωm in (b)
for gc/gc,max = 0, 0.24.
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We have introduced gc = GcqZPF = Gc0csqZPF to express the pump-enhanced cou-
pling strength as a frequency. Recall that the effective spectral density controls the
induced damping rate by defining the effective damping kernel for the many-body







cos(ωt)dω. The effective spectral density is Ohmic
in this regime, leading to an effective damping kernel γopteff (t) = 2η
opt
eff δ(t) correspond-
ing to a memoryless Markovian-like damping term −4Mωmg2aηopteff δ
˙̂
Xc in Eq. (2.14)
at low frequencies. Here ga = Ga0bsqZPF is the pump-enhanced coupling between q̂,
â, and b̂ in the unit of frequency.
Note that for the red-detuned regime ∆c < 0, η
opt










κ2c/4)/(4|∆c|). An arbitrarily strong cooling rate can be achieved by increasing
gc . gc,max towards the critical value. On the other hand, when one drives the
cavity-enhanced coupling gc above this threshold value, the form of the low-frequency
spectral density suggests a negative damping rate and the system is no longer stable.
We will explore the detailed stability criteria for the system in the next section.
We remark that the initial mechanical thermal bath does not contribute to
these equations as we are working in the laser-cooling-dominated limit. In reality,
the resonator is always coupled to some thermal environment with finite dissipation
γm and we have seen that one cannot drive the laser intensity all the way to infinity
before reaching a dynamical instability. We are going to examine the maximum gc
that ensures a stable perturbation around the steady-state solutions and then revisit




When the pump intensity driving the photonic mode is too strong, an op-
tomechanical system may no longer be stable [43]. Here we study the stability
criteria for the coupled linearized Heisenberg-Langevin equations (2.8) in order to
find the maximum pump intensities, or equivalently the maximum pump enhanced
optomechanical coupling strengths, such that the steady-state solutions are stable
and expansions around those solutions are still valid.
First we solve for the stability condition for the b̂ and q̂ modes only before




(δĉ+ δĉ†), Ŷc =
i√
2
(δĉ†− δĉ), Q̂ =
√
Mωm




















Q = ωmP̂ , (2.36)
˙̂
P = −ωmQ̂− γmP̂ + 2gcX̂c + ξ̂(t), (2.37)
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According to the Routh-Hurwitz criterion, the stability condition for the red-detuned
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c/4)ωm > 0. (2.39)
Applying the optimal detuning for a fixed effective temperature around low frequen-
cies −∆c =
√






κcωm. Recall that gc = Gc0csqZPF, cs =
√
κccin,s/(i∆c−κc/2), and
the criterion sets the maximum intensity for the driving field cin.
We then further examine the stability condition when the coupling Ga0 is
turned on. We omit Ha0 here and express the coupling in terms of the optical
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Under optimal detuning −∆c =
√
3κc/2, and taking the limit γm = 0 since
additional decay only enhances stability, the nontrivial stability conditions now read
s1 = ωmκc > 2
√
3g2c ,





c − 4g2aκc −∆aκcωm > 0. (2.41)
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The condition s1 is the same condition as before the interaction ga turned on. A
negative detuning is necessary as suggested by s2, and s3 requires ∆a < 0 and




|∆a| . Considering a
weak system-bath coupling ga such that
4g2a







2.6 Beyond the Laser-Cooling-Dominated Limit
We now revisit the effective low-frequency temperature and spectrum to in-
clude corrections from the mechanical dissipative environment. With finite γm and

























κcωm with the optimal detuning, the conditions become Qm  κc/ωm
and 4√
3
πQmfm  kBT/~; these conditions are satisfied for a high-Q resonator in a
quantum optomechanical regime.
Note that the optimal laser-cooling-dominated limit is achieved in the regime
ωm ≈ κc in contrast to the usual side-band resolved cooling limit ωm  κc to achieve
the quantum ground state of the resonator. The different choice here is due to the
fact that, while in the usual cooling process one hopes to have a narrow spectrum
around the mechanical side band for efficient cooling, instead we are taking the
low-frequency part of the resonator as a bath and thus require a larger linewidth
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κc ∼ ωm to broaden the noise spectrum from its center ωm towards low frequencies
ω ∼ 0.
Around the laser-cooling-dominated limit, the correction to the temperature
due to the mechanical environment is
lim
ω→0











With this thermal correction, the effective temperature increases since ~β(∆2c +
κ2c/4)/|∆c| is typically small.
















ω = ηeffω. (2.44)
Note that this expression is exact without expansions in γm. At low frequencies the
noise spectrum still behaves as an Ohmic heat bath and γm contributes an extra
damping rate to the system.
2.7 Physical Design
With our theoretical analysis in place, we look for a potential physical design to
realize our optomechanical implementation. One essential component of the theory
is the purely beam-splitter-type coupling between our system â, the mechanical
resonator q̂, and the beam-splitter auxiliary optical mode b̂. To achieve a near-
equilibrium grand canonical ensemble of photons, we require the drive to enter as
a classical amplitude of b̂ mediating the sinusoidal parametric coupling, without
driving the many-body system (â) directly. While a beam-splitter-type interaction
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is common in the so-called mirror-in-the-middle systems [64–66], the strong driving
field on b̂ inevitably leaks into the system â through the translucent middle mirror
and generates unwanted steady-state coherence in â in the simple mirror-in-the-
middle geometry.
Here we suggest a potential experimental design via a Michaelson-Sagnac in-
terferometer (MSI). This topology was first proposed to apply power and signal
recycling techniques on translucent membrane resonators for accessing a quantum
radiation pressure noise regime [62] and can be used to realize generalized optome-
chanical coupling and cooling [63]. In the interferometer geometry (see Fig. 2.4),
one uses a translucent (with reflectivity rm and transmissivity tm) subwavelength
mechanical resonator (for example, thin SiN membranes) as a common end mir-
ror for the two arms of the Michelson interferometer, while the transmitted light
through the resonator forms a Sagnac mode. Note that the Sagnac mode is insensi-
tive to the resonator position. This set up is equivalent to placing a fixed mirror at
equal lengths between two high quality factor cavity end mirrors while the effective
reflectivity ρ and transmissivity τ of the middle mirror change with the resonator
motion q̂.
For pump rejection, we operate the inteferometer at its dark fringe condition:
At the equilibrium position of the resonator, the Michelson and Sagnac modes form
a total destructive interference at the output end, with |ρ(q̂ = 0)| = 1 and τ(q̂ =
0) = 0. The two cavity modes are initially decoupled for zero displacement of the
mechanical resonator. Using the transfer matrix method, following the supplemental

























Figure 2.4: Physical implementation that includes both pump rejection
(via two red pathways of a Michelson-Sagnac interferometer) and rea-
sonable optomechanical coupling even for small reflectivity mirrors, such
as thin SiN membranes. The equivalent two cavity modes showing the
nonlinear (marked NL) media that forms part of the quantum simulator
and the pumped mode are shown in the lower section. Another spatially
independent cavity ĉ (purple pathway), which takes the resonator as one
of the end mirrors and is driven by a red-detuned laser field ĉin, is added
to laser cool the resonator.
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mirrors to solve for normal mode eigenvalues [64], we find that the Hamiltonian of













Here ωa = ωb = ω0 is the resonant frequency of the cavity modes â and b̂, rm is the
complex reflectivity of the mechanical resonator, and L = d + L + l is the effective
cavity length.
Thus we arrive at a purely beam-splitter-type coupling between the mechanical
system and the cavity modes. In the symmetric MSI geometry at the dark fringe
condition, the driving field on b̂ merely mediates the parametric coupling without
pumping the many-body photonic system â directly. One can include an additional
laser cooling mode ĉ, for example, by adding another spatially independent cavity
to complete the bath engineering story as described in Fig. 2.2. This concept of
using purely beam-splitter optomechanical interactions for pump rejection should
be extensible to many other configurations.
2.8 Outlook
Our approach for controlling the chemical potential and temperature of light
suggests a path forward for creating equilibrium many-body states of photon-based
quantum simulators. However, key questions remain, including the best way to cre-
ate nonlinear optical or microwave terms as well as methods in the microwave domain
for determining the photonic statistics to confirm our grand canonical ensemble pre-
diction. Furthermore, intriguing new challenges await, particularly with regard to
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other conserved quantities and their associated thermodynamic Lagrange multipli-
ers. The general approach used here may be extensible to other such scenarios,
which may allow for the exploration of a wide range of thermodynamic ensembles.
We also note that our technical implementation may have the many-mode extension
necessary to generate thermodynamic equilibrium in a macroscopic system, which
is left for future work.
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Chapter 3: Photon thermalization via laser cooling of atoms1
3.1 Introduction
The laser cooling and trapping of atoms [74–79] provides a variety of powerful
tools for exploring the physics of light and matter [80–82]. While many discussions
focus on the atomic behavior, including the thermalization of the motion of a sin-
gle atom without collisions [74], curious possibilities regarding the light have also
emerged [31]. Simple questions, such as the description of scattered light in opti-
cally thick atomic clouds, remain incompletely explored. Another key question is
how modification of the photon density of states can change the scattering process.
For example, this enables novel regimes of laser cooling in cavities [83–91], and, in
interacting systems, the observation of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) of light
in semiconductors [20, 25, 26, 92] and molecular dyes [21, 33, 93–99]. In those cases,
the strength of incoherent pumping of excitations determines the photon number
and sets a nonzero chemical potential for light [100, 101]. By contrast, in traditional
laser cooling, we have a coherent, periodic drive oscillating at the laser frequency.
This scenario has been suggested in a general setting as a possible regime of thermal-
1This chapter has part of “Photon thermalization via laser cooling of atoms,” by C.-H. Wang,
M. J. Gullans, J. V. Porto, W. D. Phillips and J. M. Taylor in Phys. Rev. A 98, 013834 (2018)
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ization in a driven system [102–104] – leading to a controllable chemical potential
for light [38]. This leads to the natural question of whether similar phenomena
can occur in optically thick, laser-cooled atomic systems, where multiple scattering,
or cavity confinement, allows laser photons emitted from the atoms to continue to
interact with the atomic cloud and potentially thermalize.
Here we partially answer this question by exploring the thermodynamic prop-
erties of the photons emitted in the laser-cooling process in samples with at least one
optically thick axis, comprising many modes. We show that in this driven-dissipative
system the thermalization of these photons arises directly from atomic laser cooling
and they are described by a detailed balance condition corresponding to a grand
canonical ensemble. These results apply even though the photons are noninteract-
ing, the atoms are noninteracting, and neither is in thermal equilibrium with an
external bath. As an illustrative example, this approach allows thermalization of
cavity photons with a single atom trapped in an optical cavity. The thermodynamic
arguments presented in this work, which are based on the microscopic theory of
atom-light interactions, do not rely on specific assumptions about the interaction
Hamiltonian or the photonic kinetic energy and, thus, apply to a broad class of
many-body photonic systems that can be realized with ultracold atoms.
The laser-cooling configuration we focus on in this paper is illustrated in
Fig. 3.1(a). We consider two-level atoms interacting with Doppler-cooling laser
beams and two sets of photon modes. One set represents a macroscopic collection
of lossy (optically thin), free-space modes and is associated with modes that allow
the atom to Doppler cool; we call these “bath” modes. The photons in the other set
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of (optically thick) modes are distinguished by the high probability that they will
be re-absorbed by the atomic cloud before being lost, either due to intrinsic optical
depth (OD) or the existence of a cavity [see Fig. 3.1(a)]. As described above we find
that these high OD modes have intriguing thermodynamic properties, and we call
them “system” modes in what follows.
To study the emission and absorption of the system modes during Doppler
cooling, we use the quantum jump formalism [105, 106], but modify it to achieve self-
consistent rates with effective elimination of the bath modes. This allows us to treat
the Doppler-cooled atoms as a thermal bath. We then show that the detailed balance
condition for photon emission and absorption of the system modes leads to a grand
canonical ensemble description of photons at equilibrium, with a chemical potential
nearly equal to the energy of a single laser photon. We conclude by examining
rare-earth atoms as a practical two-level system that can laser cool even at high
power. We suggest that the rare-earth atoms provide a good platform for realizing
thermalization of light using this approach.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 3.2 gives an overview of how
photons thermalize in an optically thick laser-cooled atomic ensemble using simple
thermodynamic arguments, and contrast this thermalization mechanism with prior
work. Section 3.3 lays out a detailed theoretical formulation of laser cooling with
two sets of modes. Section 3.4 presents a self-consistent analysis of the steady state
distribution of system photons, carefully treating the finite lifetime of the atoms as
well as possible photon loss mechanisms. Section 3.5 characterizes the photon steady
state by examining rare-earth atoms as practical two-level atoms to realize the grand
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canonical ensemble of photons. Section 3.6 concludes by motivating the potential
theoretical and experimental extensions of our results, including Bose condensation
of photons and interacting photonic systems with ultracold atoms.
3.2 Overview of theoretical analysis
In the conventional theory of laser cooling the electromagnetic field is treated
as a Markovian bath, which neglects the back-action of the laser-cooling process
on the photonic environment. This approximation becomes unjustified when the
emitted light from an atom has a high probability of being rescattered by another
atom. Such effects are known to play an important role in laser cooling of high
optical depth atomic ensembles and are a key limitation in efforts to directly laser
cool atoms to quantum degeneracy [107]. This regime is theoretically challenging
because one has to solve self-consistently for the evolution of the atoms and the
rescattered photons. However, the corresponding interplay between the atom and
photon dynamics is central to their thermalization.
To capture this essential physics we work in the low-excitation limit, such that
the nominal Rabi frequency of the cooling laser (2Ω) can be treated perturbatively
in Ω/|∆L + iΓ/2| for a laser detuning ∆L = ωL − ωA to an atomic transition with
frequency ωA and linewidth Γ. In this regime, photons from the cooling laser scatter
from the atoms at the rate Ω2Γ/(∆2L + Γ
2/4). When the coupling of the system
photons to the atoms is much weaker than the overall coupling of the bath photons
















p + ~kL   ~q
p0
p0 + ~q
p0 + ~q   ~kL
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of an ensemble of Doppler-cooled two-level
atoms interacting with long-lived cavity (system) photon modes aq [blue
(dark-gray) wavy arrows within the light-blue (light-gray) region] and
lossy (bath) photon modes bk [red (gray) wavy arrows]. Traditional laser
cooling arises via loss into the bath modes, while scattering into and out
of the blue modes leads to our projected regime of photon thermalization.
(b),(c) The dominant atom-photon scattering processes that lead to a
grand canonical ensemble of system photons. (b) The atom is excited by
the laser field then emits a system photon. (c) The atom absorbs a sys-
tem photon then scatters back into the laser field. Effective system plus
pump photon number conservation applies due to adiabatic elimination
of the atomic excited state and the rotating wave approximation.
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motion via loss of photons emitted into bath modes, leading to a thermal ensemble




As the atoms approach the Doppler limit, there remains the slower dynamics
of the system photons. These photons can undergo a variety of scattering processes
including absorption of system photons and reemission into either bath modes or the
cooling laser mode, as well as absorption of cooling laser photons and re-emission
into system modes. In general, the rate for each of these processes can vary widely
depending on the regime of operation, as discussed in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4. For large
detunings, however, (corresponding to the high-temperature limit for the atoms) we
can understand the steady-state distribution of the system photons by appealing
to thermodynamic arguments based on detailed balance between the laser-cooled
atoms and the emitted system photons.
3.2.1 Photon thermalization with a nonzero chemical potential
In our hierarchy of bath and system modes, the rate of the system scattering
processes is small compared to the overall bath photon-laser photon scattering rate
which leads to Doppler cooling of atoms. For a sufficiently high OD, at large de-
tuning and high power |∆L|  Ω  Γ, the key processes that determine the slow
dynamics of the system photons are the absorption of cooling laser photons and
reemission into system modes [Fig. 3.1(b)], and vice versa [Fig. 3.1(c)].
For a given system mode with label q and frequency ωq, these emission and
absorption processes are associated with an energy transfer of |~ωL − ~ωq| between
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the atoms and system photons. Furthermore, when these processes dominate over
the loss of the system photons (typically into bath modes), these photons effectively
equilibrate with the atoms. In this limit, the atoms approach a thermal distribution
with temperature T due to the laser-cooling process, and we have the detailed











where β−1 = kBT , n̄q is the mean photon number in mode q, Λ
+
q,L is the rate of
absorption of laser photons and subsequent emission into the system modes, and
Λ−q,L is the rate of absorption of system photons and subsequent emission into the
cooling laser mode. These scattering rates Λ±q,L are proportional to the population
of the initial momentum states of the atoms and therefore pick up the Boltzmann
factor for the atomic temperature. For ωq > ωL, we will have n̄q =
1
eβ~(ωq−ωL)−1 ,
which corresponds to a bosonic grand canonical distribution with the temperature
of the atomic motion and an effective chemical potential ~ωL. Effectively, the system
photons have come to a thermal equilibrium with the atoms, but in a frame rotating
with the laser frequency so that the energy of a laser photon plays the role of the
chemical potential. This detailed balance argument applies to interacting photons
as well [38].
A nonzero chemical potential for photons occurs because these dominating
processes conserve the total number of system photons plus cooling-laser photons.
The system photons are thermalized through number exchange between laser pho-
tons and system photons when scattered from ground-state atoms. This implies
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that the cooling laser acts as a number reservoir for the system photons, while the
atoms play the role of the energy reservoir in the grand canonical ensemble. There
are modifications to this picture, derived below, arising from effects such as the
finite lifetime of the system photons, that lead to perturbative shifts in the effective
temperature and chemical potential. These corrections arise because the underlying
system is still a nonequilibrium, mesoscopic one. We emphasize that this picture
of a grand canonical ensemble for system photons is distinct from the trivial effect
whereby the scattered light reflects the temperature of the atoms [108]. In this case,
the Gaussian spectrum of scattered light reflects the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-
tion of the laser-cooled atoms, as opposed to being in a Bose distribution, as we find
here.
For ωq < ωL, in contrast to the case above, there is a runaway process and we
expect gain or lasing instead of an equilibrium steady state since it is more probable
to emit photons into such system modes than absorb photons from the mode. In
an optically thick medium, the system photons are diffusive and become trapped
for a finite time related to the OD; however, due to runaway processes the steady
state may become dominated by saturation effects, which we do not account for in
this work. Restricting the system photon states to ωq > ωL by a cavity or other
means will prevent gain. For simplicity, we focus on the cavity model in the later
discussions.
Reaching the regime where we can safely neglect the loss of the system photons,
due to scattering into bath modes or other decay mechanisms, requires a careful
consideration of those other, lossy, emission and absorption processes that occur
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during the laser-cooling dynamics. The above arguments based on detailed balance
require energy conservation during the microscopic energy transfer process between
atoms and system photons, while the finite lifetime of the atomic ground state due
to the Doppler-cooling process potentially violates this condition. To incorporate
the mechanisms leading to Doppler cooling, with the mechanisms leading to detailed
balance, we develop a theoretical tool called the self-consistent Fermi’s golden rule
(SC-FGR). Under the framework of SC-FGR, we can treat Doppler cooling of atoms,
all emission and absorption processes of system photons, and the loss mechanisms
in a self-consistent manner as described in the following sections. We find that the
finite lifetime of the dressed atomic ground state due to Doppler cooling, a necessary
ingredient for atomic thermalization, modifies the simple detailed balance argument
presented above. Specifically, at high detuning and high laser power, where the
atomic temperature is far from the Doppler limit, we see grand canonical ensemble
(GCE) and other behavior, as summarized in the phase diagram of Fig. 3.2.
3.2.2 Comparison to previous work
It is helpful to contrast the results of this paper with previous work on photon
thermalization with a nonzero chemical potential, which has a long history. Such
work can be broadly classified into two categories that rely (i) on interactions be-
tween light and matter where the matter is in thermal equilibrium with an external
reservoir, or (ii) multiple photon-photon collisions mediated by matter. The former















Figure 3.2: Characterization of system photon regimes for a single
mode cavity with laser Rabi frequency (Ω) and the laser detuning from
the system photon energy (~(ωL−ωq)) as parameters. At higher powers,
photon generation can exceed loss as per Eq. (3.1), leading to either gain
[green (gray)] and possibly lasing, or the formation of a grand canonical
ensemble for light [yellow (light gray)]. For low powers or large laser
detunings from the system photon, photon loss prevents detailed balance
with the atomic motion and only quasithermal light is expected [blue
(dark gray)]. In this diagram we use the physical parameters for the
Yb 1S0 − 3P1 narrow cooling transition [109] with ωA/2π = 539 THz,




thermalization and condensation in a dye-filled microcavity [21, 93, 95, 100, 111],
as well as recent proposals in quantum optomechanics [33, 112]; the latter includes
photon BEC through photon-photon scattering in a nonlinear resonator [113] and
BEC of exciton polaritons [20, 25, 26] and stationary-light polaritons [92]. Our
approach has the most in common with (i), however, it falls outside this category
because the bath for the photons (i.e., the atoms) is not in thermal equilibrium
with an external reservoir but rather driven to a nonequilibrium steady state with
a thermal description. In optically thick atomic media, the dynamics of the system
photons, which are generated during the laser-cooling process, must then be treated
self-consistently with the equilibration dynamics of the atoms.
A related class of studies is concerned with characterizing the nonequilibrium
steady state of driven-dissipative photonic systems [114–119]. In many instances,
these systems are driven towards an effectively thermal state at long times. However,
statistical mechanical arguments do not guarantee such emergence of one of the
standard thermodynamic ensembles, making the results dependent on underlying
assumptions about the system. In cases where universal results can be obtained
using the renormalization group [116–119], the thermal behavior is only guaranteed
to apply at long-time and long-wavelength scales. Although the analysis from these
studies does not apply to our system, we find a similar conclusion that, under a
broad range of conditions, laser cooling in optically thick media acts as an effectively
thermal driven-dissipative system. This result is surprising in the context of laser
cooling because one might expect that multiple scattering in such driven optically
thick atomic media leads to complicated many-body effects and nonthermal steady
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states [120–123].
3.3 Laser Cooling with Optically Thick and Thin Modes
Here we study light scattering in dilute, optically thick atomic gases and ne-
glect radiative dipole-dipole interactions between atoms. The Hamiltonian for a
two-level atom interacting with a single laser and two sets of photonic modes HS,
HB is



















~βkbkeik·r |e〉 〈g|+ H.c., (3.6)
HAL(t) = −~Ωe−iωLteikL·r |e〉 〈g|+ H.c., (3.7)
Here HA is the Hamiltonian of a two-level atom, and m, p, r, ωA are the mass, mo-
mentum, position, and the transition frequency of the atom; HS describes long-lived
system photon modes of interest associated with bosonic annihilation operators aq
and energies ~ωq; HB describes lossy bath modes with bosonic annihilation oper-
ators bk and energies ~ωk; HAS, HAB, and HAL(t) represent atom-system photon,
atom-bath photon, and atom-laser interactions. Throughout the text q is the wave
vector for system photons and k labels bath photons. 2αq and 2βk are the single-
photon Rabi frequencies of the system photons and bath photons. Note that all
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coupling frequencies αq, βk, and Ω are assumed to be real and are defined as a half
of the usual Rabi frequencies to absorb the 1/2 factor for notational simplicity.
In what follows we separate the system and bath modes by including cavity
end mirrors, and assume that the intrinsic optical depth of the atomic cloud is much
smaller than 1, while the effective optical depth after including the cavity is greater
than 1, so that the system photonic modes are now cavity modes. For simplicity, we
make a plane-wave approximation for the cavity modes so that Eq. (3.5) still holds.
In principle, our general concept of thermalizing system photons via laser cooling
may also be realized in a cavity-free setting.
To obtain an effective Hamiltonian and the corresponding master equation
describing the evolution of the atom and the system modes aq, we first integrate out
the lossy bath modes bk in the weak excitation limit Ω  |∆L + iΓ/2|. According
to Fermi’s golden rule and momentum conservation, the spontaneous emission rate






|~βk|2δ (∆Eeg(k,p)) ≈ Γb(0) ≡ Γb, (3.8)









The effect of atomic motion on the total decay rate is negligible, assuming the atomic
transition energy ~ωA is much larger than the Doppler shift and the recoil energy.
Similarly, the total spontaneous emission rate from the atomic excited state
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≈ Γa(0) ≡ Γa. (3.10)
Here κq is the cavity decay linewidth of the system photons aq. Note that the overall
approach here can also apply to the case without a cavity by replacing the Lorentzian
factor in Eq. (3.10) with a Dirac δ function. We work in the limit Γb  Γa so that
the spontaneous emission rate into bath modes is approximately the atomic natural
linewidth of the atom, Γb ≈ Γ.
Scattering between atomic ground states with different momenta is induced
by the laser and the photon modes. Working in the weak excitation limit, we
calculate the transition rates with time-dependent perturbation theory to the lowest
order in Ω
∆L+iΓ/2
[124]. The relevant processes are illustrated diagrammatically in
Fig. 3.3. For example, Fig. 3.3(b) represents the coupling from an initial ground-
state atom in momentum state p, |g,p〉, to the new momentum state p+~kL−~k,
|g,p + ~kL − ~k〉, with an additional emission of a bath photon with momentum
~k into the bk modes. Using second-order time-dependent perturbation theory,
represented diagrammatically in Fig. 3.3(b), we get an effective coupling between
atomic motional ground states with momentum p and p + ~kL − ~k as
Rk(p) =
Ωβk






Note that the term −p·kL
m
= −v · kL is the Doppler shift of the laser frequency as
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Figure 3.3: Diagrams for laser-induced scattering between atomic ground
states with different momenta to lowest order in Ω. (a) The dressed
atomic excited-state propagator (double dashed line) is defined by in-
cluding nonperturbative effects due to the coupling to the bath photon
modes bk [red (gray) wavy arrow] and neglecting the effect of the system
photons assuming Γb ≈ Γ  Γa. (b) The diagrammatic representation
of the scattering amplitude of a ground-state atom (solid black line) from
an initial momentum state p to a final state p + ~kL − ~k by absorb-
ing a pump photon [green (gray) straight arrow] and emitting a bath
photon. This process is associated with an effective coupling Rk(p) be-
tween momentum states |g,p〉 and |g,p + ~kL − ~k〉. (c) The scattering
amplitude from |g,p〉 to |g,p + ~kL − ~q〉 by absorbing a pump photon
and emitting a system photon aq [blue (dark-gray) wavy arrow], associ-
ated with a coupling R+q (p). (d) The scattering amplitude from |g,p〉 to
|g,p + ~q − ~kL〉 by absorbing a system photon aq and emitting a pump
photon, associated with a coupling R−q (p). Not shown is the process in
which a system photon is rescattered to a bath photon, which is treated
in Fig. 3.5.
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Assuming the magnitude of the atom-bath photon coupling constants βk are
insensitive to the photon energy over the atomic linewidth, we calculate the total
dissipation rate for an atom with momentum p due to laser-bath scattering using
Fermi’s golden rule. Diagrammatically this is equivalent to summing over the bath


















|p + ~kL − ~k|2
2m
− ~ωk. (3.14)
where ∆̄L = ωL − ωA − Er(kL)/~ is the shifted detuning of the laser, including
the recoil shift from the bare detuning ∆L. This momentum-dependent dissipation
rate can lead to Doppler cooling of the atomic motions for ∆L < 0 [74, 125]. In
Appendix. A, we recover the results of the standard Doppler cooling theory ap-
plied to our two-mode (system and bath) configuration. More generally, when the
Doppler-cooled atomic ensemble can be treated as a thermal bath for the system
photons, the parametric (laser-induced) coupling between atomic motion and the
system photons will bring the system photons to an equilibrium state describable
using a grand canonical ensemble, leading to an effective nonzero chemical potential
set by the pump frequency µ = ~ωL [38].
The system photons also give rise to an effective coupling between atomic
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∆̄L − p·kLm + iΓ2
. (3.15)
In contrast to the bath modes, the system modes have high effective optical depth
and we must also take into account the reverse process of first absorbing a system
photon and reemitting into the laser-cooling field. This gives rise to the effective
coupling between atomic stateS |g,p〉 and |g,p + ~q − ~kL〉 [Fig. 3.3(d)]
R−q (p) =
αqΩ
∆̄q − p·qm + iΓ2
, (3.16)
where ∆̄q = ωq − ωA − ~q2/2m = ∆q − Er(q)/~ is the shifted detuning of the
system photon, including the recoil shift. The combined effects of these momentum-
changing transitions lead to broadening of the motional eigenstates of the atom.
To determine the transition rates leading to the detailed balance condition
for the system photons, we require a similar sum over the outgoing states as in
Eq. (3.13). If we can account for all the relevant processes—including the one not
shown in Fig. 3.3 in which a system photon is rescattered into a bath mode—we
would have a complete description of the master equation for the system modes.
However, as we discuss in the next section, this requires a self-consistent treatment
of the atomic-ground-state scattering to account for the broadening of the ground-
state energies due to the Doppler-cooling process.
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3.4 Self-Consistent Calculation of Transition Rates
To fully account for the finite lifetime of the motional eigenstates of the atoms
in their electronic ground states due to laser-cooling-induced transitions, here we
develop a formulation of FGR we call THE self-consistent Fermi’s golden rule
(SC-FGR) [126, 127], in which the effect of the rapid dissipation is treated self-
consistently. As shown below, this leads to a replacement of the δ function in the
usual sum over atomic states with an energy-broadened approximate δ function.
This allows us to evaluate the rates for system photon emission and absorption,
leading to a simple set of rate equations for system modes tracing over the atomic
motion. Our SC-FGR approach yields a key result: For experimentally accessible
parameters, the atomic temperature must be significantly higher than the Doppler
cooling limit for our theory to apply.
The general concept of SC-FGR can be understood through an example il-
lustrated in Fig. 3.4. As seen diagrammatically in Fig. 3.4(a), the ground-state
propagator for the atoms becomes dressed with the excited state due to the pres-
ence of the Doppler cooling laser field. Solving this equation self-consistently, we
find that the dressed propagator for the ground-state atoms is approximately
i
ω − p2/2m~ + iγ(p)/2 = πδγ(p)(ω − p




is a broadened δ function for ω with width ε and P.V. cor-
responds to the principal value in the limit γ(p) → 0. When the broadening is
neglected we recover the usual FGR transition rate shown in Fig. 3.4(b). In com-
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parison, for our SC-FGR calculation [Fig. 3.4(c)], we replace the atomic-ground-state
propagators with dressed ones. This way, we evaluate the system photon emission
process over a finite time before the atoms are reset by the emission process (quan-
tum jump) into bath modes, which leads to a broadening of the δ function that
arises in the standard FGR, as detailed in Appendix. A. The treatment of such
a lifetime broadening effect is crucial since the detailed balance equilibration to a
grand canonical ensemble of photons relies upon energy-conserving transitions be-





















p + ~kL   ~q
Figure 3.4: Diagrammatic comparison between Fermi’s golden rule and
self-consistent Fermi’s golden rule. (a) The dressed state picture of the
atomic-ground-state propagator (double black line) is defined by includ-
ing nonperturbative effects due to the ground-state scattering induced
by laser. The double dashed line is the atomic excited-state propagator
dressed by the bath modes bk as shown in Fig. 3.3(a). (b) For reference,
we give the diagrammatic representation of the (regular) Fermi’s golden
rule scattering amplitude that involves a system photon aq emission,
using the dressed excited-state propagators which leads to a standard
FGR result. (c) The diagrammatic representation of the self-consistent
Fermi’s golden rule scattering amplitude, in which we also replace the
atomic-ground-state propagators with dressed ones to account for the fi-
nite lifetime of the original and final atomic motional states set by rapid
emission processes into bath modes.
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In the next two sections, we use the SC-FGR to derive the system photon emis-
sion rate, the system photon absorption rate mediated by the laser, and the system
photon loss rate due to scattering into bath modes. We find that the system photons
follow a grand canonical distribution when the photon losses due to scattering into
bath modes or from the cavity mirror are negligible, and the SC-FGR analysis sets
an additional high-temperature requirement on the atomic motion: kBT  ~Γ/2.
For a reader interested in the microscopic details, in Sec. A.2 we give an alternative
derivation of the SC-FGR using the quantum jump picture, which agrees with this
diagrammatic analysis.
3.4.1 Photon equilibration mediated by dressed atoms
Our analysis makes use of a Born approximation, which assumes that the
atomic momentum thermalizes (due to laser cooling) after each emission or absorp-
tion event of system photons as shown in Sec. A.1, leading to no correlations between
the motional distribution and the system photons. Thus we take the steady state









with a temperature kBT ≈ ~2
∆̄2L+Γ
2/4
|∆̄L| set by laser cooling. In this approximation we
can use Eq. (3.18) to integrate over the atomic motion, and get an average rate for
the thermalization of system photons. We first focus on the two processes involving
system photon-laser photon scattering [see Fig. 3.1(b)- 3.1(c) and Fig. 3.5(b)-3.5(c)].
This steady-state distribution of the atoms effectively averages out the phase factor
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ei(kL−q)·r in the atom-light coupling VASL(t) (see Appendixes A and B). As a result,
we can neglect coherent driving of the system photons, and the steady-state density
matrix of the system photons is diagonal in the photon number basis. The long-time
dynamics is then governed by incoherent transitions between photon number sectors
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Figure 3.5: The diagrammatic representation of the scattering amplitude
for four possible processes associated with transitions out of the initial
state |g,p〉 into final atomic states with a change in the ground-state
momentum. (a) Scattering process that absorbs a laser photon and
spontaneously decays into the bath modes. (b) Scattering process that
absorbs a laser photon and emits a system photon. (c) Scattering process
that absorbs a system photon and scatters back into the laser mode. (d)
Scattering process that absorbs a system photon and scatters into the
bath modes.
According to the SC-FGR and after integrating over the atomic momentum,
the total rate to emit a system photon is given by | 〈nq + 1| a†q |nq〉 |2Λ+q = (nq+1)Λ+q ,
with a laser-mediated single photon-emission rate given by the SC-FGR formula:
Λ+q,L =
∫
d3pΠ(p)|R+q (p)|2δγ(p)+γ(p+kL−q) (∆Egg(q,p)) (3.19)
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The decay rates of the initial and final momentum states are summed together in
the broadened δ function because we evaluate the propagator in Eq. (3.17) at the
on-shell energy of the intermediate state, which includes the decay rate. By analogy
to Eq. (3.13), we refer to Eq. (3.19) as an example of self-consistent Fermi’s golden
rule because of the appearance of the decay-broadened δ function δγ(p)+γ(p+kL−q).
To evaluate Eq. (3.19), we will use the high-temperature approximation dis-
cussed in Sec. II. The primary reason we introduced the SC-FGR is to quantitatively






|kL − q|, (3.20)
for which the decay-broadened δ function in Eq. (3.19) can be approximated by a
true δ function since the integral over atomic momentum is much wider in energy
than the decay broadening. More intuitively, this high-temperature limit can be
interpreted as the condition that the momentum transfer to the atom is well de-
fined, which requires that the Doppler broadening vthδq associated with the thermal
velocity vth =
√
kBT/m and atomic momentum transfer δq = |kL − q| is much
greater than the motional decay rate of the ground states γ(p). With the additional


















+ ωq − ωL = 0 (3.22)
[the δ-function argument in Eq. (3.19)] and n̂ = kL−q|kL−q| is the unit vector along the
change between the initial and final momentum.
Similarly, one can find the total rate to absorb a system photon through the
process that a system photon is first absorbed by the atom and then scattered
back into the laser field [Fig. 3.5(c)], nqΛ
−
q,L, with a laser-mediated single-photon




















− ~(kL − q)
2
2m
+ ωq − ωL = 0. (3.24)
If we consider the equilibration between these two processes only, the detailed

















2m = eβ~(ωq−ωL). (3.25)









∆̄L − p0n̂·kLm . For ωq > ωL, we will have n̄q = 1eβ~(ωq−ωL)−1 , which corresponds to
a Bose grand canonical distribution with temperature β and an effective chemical
potential ~ωL. For ωq < ωL, Eq. (3.25) suggests the onset of gain—higher photon
numbers become ever more probable. A full treatment of that regime is beyond the
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present work. However, the use of a cavity can modify the system photon density-
of-states to prevent gain from contributing to the dynamics (e.g., by setting the
relevant cavity resonant frequencies higher than the laser frequency). As shown in
Fig. 3.2 and below, once loss is properly taken into account, there is only a finite
range of frequencies where the gain exceeds the loss.
3.4.2 Accounting for additional photon loss mechanisms
The detailed balance condition we found in Eq. (3.25) will be modified by
system photon loss associated with scattering into the bath modes [Fig. 3.5(d)] or
via the cavity mirrors. Considering first the loss into bath modes using SC-FGR,
we find the overall scattering rate nqΛ
−
q,B in the high-temperature approximation,



































If the scattering loss rate is small, Λ−q,B  Λ−q,L, one can treat the effect of loss as
a small correction to Eq. (3.1) and identify an effective temperature for the cavity
mode kBTeff = β
−1
eff and an observed shift to the chemical potential δµ according to
the modified condition Eq. (3.27):
βeff(~ωq − ~ωL + δµ) = ln





Here the observed shift in the chemical potential δµ, typically much smaller than the
atomic temperature, is formally defined such that ~ωq = ~ωL − δµ is the transition
frequency from equilibrium to gain,
n̄q + 1
n̄q















where δµ and βeff can potentially depend on q. In Sec. 3.5, we determine the
conditions under which this q-dependence can be neglected, in which case a single
temperature and chemical potential [yellow region in Fig. 3.2 describe the relevant
system modes over a wide range of frequencies.
To aid concreteness in the remaining discussion, we focus on a Fabry-Perot
cavity design as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(a). In the regime of interest, the dependence
of q on ωq is weak enough to neglect, and the only q dependence that remains is in its
angle relative to kL. For a Fabry-Perot cavity, the system modes are nearly colinear
and the angle dependence of δµ and βeff can also be neglected. Equation (3.29)
does not always have solutions; for a given q direction, there is a critical laser
Rabi frequency Ωc below which there are no solutions. This value determines the
minimum power required to observe grand canonical ensemble behavior with a well-
defined chemical potential, setting the bottom of the gain region in Fig. 3.2. Above
this critical power, there are always two solutions, which determine the left and
right boundaries of the gain region in Fig. 3.2. Finally, we use the left boundary as
the definition of δµ.
To thermalize close to a GCE with βeff ≈ β, we require the coefficient of the
second term in Eq. (3.29) to be much less than 1. This is equivalent to the condition
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Λ−q,B  Λ−q,L, which requires √
kBT
m




The high-temperature limit has already set a constraint on the left-hand side of
this equation. Combining the inequality Eq. (3.30) with the high-temperature
limit Eq. (3.20), using the explicit form of γ(q) Eq. (3.13) and the approximation
|kL − q| ≈ |kL|
√
2(1− cos θ), the condition for the system photon to thermalize













∣∣∆̄L∣∣~ (1− cos θ) 1. (3.31)
The above inequalities can be satisfied in the low-excitation limit with
Γ Ω |∆̄L|, (3.32)
with a finite angle θ, and assuming Er(kL)/~ . Γ as one typically finds for laser
cooling transitions. This condition can be understood intuitively: In order for the
laser photon-system photon scattering rate to dominate over the system photon
scattering loss, one needs to increase the pump intensity until Γ  Ω; a large de-
tuning Ω  |∆̄L| is then required to stay in the low-excitation limit, leading to a
higher atomic temperature than the standard detuning case with ∆̄L ≈ −Γ/2. For
strong pump intensity, Ω > |∆̄L|,Γ, we would need to revisit the problem nonper-
turbatively in Ω/
∣∣∆̄L + iΓ∣∣, which may remove this high-temperature tradeoff.











The cavity loss will increase the critical laser Rabi frequency Ωc, and further modify
the observed shift in chemical potential δµ and the effective temperature Teff . A
cavity with small enough linewidth, i.e., with cavity loss rate much slower than
the system photon emission and absorption rates, is thus also required to achieve
a grand canonical distribution of system photons. In practice, one can increase the
optical depth by adding more atoms into the ensemble to overcome the contribution
from cavity loss since it is independent of the number of atoms. We neglect the
cavity loss in our calculations for Fig. 3.2 and the next section.
3.5 Realizing the Grand Canonical Ensemble limit
We now numerically study the results of the modified detailed balance equation
(Eq. (3.27)) to verify our previous analysis and characterize in which regimes the
photon steady state is described by a single temperature and chemical potential.
The equilibrium system photon occupation number for several conditions is shown in
Fig. 3.6. In the standard Doppler cooling case, ∆̄L ' −Γ/2, the mean system photon
number is always small due to the rapid scattering of system photons into bath
modes, and the grand-canonical-like distribution cannot be achieved, as suggested
in Sec. 3.4 B. [See the dashed line in Fig. 3.6.]
On the other hand, in the large detuning regime, the photon occupation num-
ber at negative cavity detuning may approach the distribution for an ideal grand
canonical ensemble, as described in Eq. (3.1). This occurs for a laser Rabi frequency
larger than the critical value Ωc [blue and orange curves in Fig. 3.6] in the negative
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Figure 3.6: Equilibrium system photon occupation number (n̄q) as a
function of the laser detuning from the system photon frequency (ωL −
ωq). The ideal grand canonical ensemble result is plotted as the black
solid line, the standard detuning with ∆̄L ≈ −Γ2 and Ω = 0.15Γ is shown
as the purple dashed line, and for large detuning with ∆̄L ≈ −157Γ and
varying Ω are shown with colored solid lines. We assume |kL − q| ≈√
2|kL| and take the parameters for the Yb intercombination transition
to 3P1, ωA/2π = 539 THz, Γ/2π = 180 kHz, Er,kL/h = 3.74 kHz.
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detuning regime. We remark that the chemical potential is shifted from the laser
frequency slightly by an amount δµ, as discussed in Sec. 3.4 B. An example plot
δµ as a function of Ω is shown in Fig. 3.7(a), where the critical end point at Ωc is
indicated as a dot. When the chemical potential exceeds the single-photon energy,
gain is expected, leading to diverging photon numbers as seen in Fig. 3.6, which de-
fines the green region in Fig. 3.2. By further increasing the laser frequency beyond
the gain region to positive cavity detuning, the photon occupation number becomes
finite again, indicating quasithermal behavior distinct from the grand canonical de-
scription. For laser intensity less than the critical value [green and red curves in
Fig. 3.6], the photon occupation number never diverges and there is gain-free region.
In the large detuning regime, we characterize the steady-state behavior of
system photons as a function of laser frequency and intensity by quantifying the
degree to which Teff is independent of q. For a reference temperature we use the
value of the effective temperature at the equilibrium-to-gain transition (To), defined
as Teff when ωq = ωL − δµ/~, which is shown in Fig. 3.7(b) as a function of the
laser intensity. Above Ωc, To quickly approaches the atomic temperature. The
calculated ratio Teff/To as a function of mode frequency and laser intensity is shown
in Fig. 3.7(c). This ratio quantifies the degree to which the system photons can be
well characterized by a single chemical potential and temperature, with a ratio of
1 over a large range of q indicating perfect thermalization. We choose the yellow
region in Fig. 3.7(c)—identified as the grand canonical ensemble (GCE) region in






the gain and GCE region, i.e., at low laser powers or large detunings, photon loss
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Figure 3.7: Grand canonical ensemble realization for a tunable-frequency
single-mode cavity with a Yb gas. (a) The observed shift in the
equilibrium-to-gain chemical potential (δµ) as a function of the laser
intensity (Ω) with ∆̄L ≈ −157Γ. (b) The effective temperature at the
equilibrium-to-gain transition (To) as a function of the laser intensity
(Ω) with ∆̄L ≈ −157Γ. (c) The ratio between the effective temperature
Teff and To as a function of the shifted laser detuning from the system
photon frequency (ωL − ωq − δµ/~) and the laser intensity (Ω) with
∆̄L ≈ −157Γ. The y-axis has a lower cutoff Ωc/
∣∣∆̄L∣∣ = 0.04576 which
also corresponds to the end point (dot) in Figs. 3.7(a)-3.7(b). In these
plots we assume |kL − q| ≈
√
2|kL| and take the parameters for the Yb
intercombination transition to 3P1, ωA/2π = 539 THz, Γ/2π = 180 kHz,
Er,kL/h = 3.74 kHz.
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prevents detailed balance with the atomic motion, and only quasithermal light is
expected [blue region in Fig. 3.2].
3.6 Outlook
We have identified an application of Doppler cooling of atoms by considering
the steady state of the re-emitted light and showed this light can be described as
a grand canonical ensemble with a laser-controlled chemical potential and a tem-
perature set by the atomic motional temperature. Our analysis offers a framework
to study the behavior of optically thick ensembles. Looking forward, the simplicity
of our approach—using an ensemble of two-level atoms contained within an optical
cavity, and maintaining a balance between optical depth and transparency—will
admit a variety of extensions and expansions. For example, we can examine sub-
Doppler regimes, cavity-assisted cooling, and related phenomena. An immediate
consequence of this paper is that Bose condensation of noninteracting photons via
laser cooling of atoms inside a multimode cavity should be possible; we defer the
details of this for a later work. With a fully microscopic treatment and thermody-
namic detailed balance arguments, our approach can be directly applied to more
exotic interacting photonic systems [38]. For example, adding synthetic gauge fields
to the problem would map the cavity system to an interacting quantum Hall system.
Another promising future direction will be studying Rydberg-polariton thermaliza-
tion with laser-cooled Rydberg atoms working in the electromagnetically induced
transparency (EIT) regime. This may provide a cavity-free setting for observing
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equilibrium behavior of interacting photons, where intriguing many-body phenom-
ena can arise.
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Chapter 4: Bose Condensation of Photons Thermalized via Laser
Cooling of Atoms
4.1 Introduction
A Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) is a striking example of quantum behav-
ior where a macroscopic number of bosons occupy the same single-particle state.
Traditionally, BEC occurs in systems with particle number conservation, either rep-
resented by a grand canonical ensemble (GCE) or in a system closed to particle
exchange. Thus, we would expect photons, whose number is not conserved and
which do not generally admit a GCE description, not to condense. For example,
when one cools a blackbody, photons disappear; instead of forming a condensate,
one reaches a vacuum state at T = 0.
There are several exceptions to this, however. For example, light can ac-
quire nonzero chemical potential and form a BEC via mutual interactions me-
diated by matter in the form of hybridized light-matter particles called polari-
tons [20, 25, 26, 92, 128–130], photons in a plasma [110, 131], cavity photons in a
nonlinear resonator [113], and propagation of light in a nonlinear medium [132–135].
Photons can also thermalize with a number-conserving reservoir, and condense [136],
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in a dye-filled microcavity [21, 93, 95, 97, 99, 100, 111, 137, 138], an optomechanical
cavity [33, 112], an ideal gases composed of two kinds of atoms [139], a 1D micro-
tube [140], and a fiber [141]. In all of these cases, the average photon number is
approximately conserved either by photon confinement in a cavity or through the
compensation of loss via nonequilibrium pumping.
We recently found a different photon thermalization mechanism that occurs in
Doppler laser cooling of a high optical depth atomic ensemble [142], which requires
neither matter-matter nor effective photon-photon interactions. Here we show that
this thermalization mechanism can lead to Bose condensation of photons. Specifi-
cally, in our scenario the laser-cooled atoms serve as a thermal reservoir while the
laser photons serve as a particle reservoir for the reemitted photons, leading to a
grand canonical ensemble of photons at the atomic temperature and with a chemical
potential very close to the energy of a single laser photon.
To give a practical setting for our work, we adopt the now standard approach
to controlling the photon dispersion relation by using a Fabry-Perot cavity where
transverse excitations of a single longitudinal mode can be mapped onto a 2D mas-
sive bosonic gas with a harmonic trapping potential. While previous theoretical
analysis of BEC has been mostly focused on the identification of a critical temper-
ature or critical number (density) [21, 95, 96, 111, 143, 144], here we consider the
photon condensate fraction as a function of temperature and chemical potential (set
effectively by the cooling laser detuning from the cavity). By carefully treating the
modification due to loss, we are able to construct a phase diagram as a function
of laser frequency and field strength, showing condensate, thermal, quasithermal
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and gain regimes for cavity photons with calculated values appropriate for the Yb
intercombination transition.
4.2 Photon Thermalization
Consider 3D Doppler cooling of noninteracting two-level atoms in a long cavity
[i.e. the cavity subtends a small solid angle as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(a)]. The
cavity separates the emitted photons into long-lived cavity modes and lossy, free-
space modes. When the atom is excited by a laser photon, it is most likely to
de-excite by emitting a photon into free-space, and this scattering process induces
Doppler cooling of atoms [76–78]. A rarer event is the spontaneous emission into
the cavity. However, the high quality of the cavity mirrors allows those cavity
photons to be reabsorbed by the atoms and preferentially emitted into the cooling
beam, if the cooling laser is sufficiently intense. Both processes produce light whose
coherence is described as thermal, in the quantum optics sense of having a photon
autocorrelation that is peaked at short times. However, multiple scattering also leads
to photon thermalization in an energetic sense across different transverse cavity
modes. Photons thermalize with the atomic motion in an approximate particle
number-conserving way where the cooling laser acts as a photon reservoir.
In the low excitation limit for Doppler cooling, Ω2 
∣∣∆̄L + iΓ/2∣∣2 [124], the
scattering between the red-detuned laser fields and the free-space modes will lead
to cooling of atoms to a temperature kBT = β
−1 = ~(∆̄2L + Γ2/4)/2|∆̄L| [125]. Here






the laser detuning including the recoil shift
~k2L
2mA
; Γ, ωA, and mA are the natural
linewidth, two-level transition frequency, and the mass of the atoms; ωL and ~kL
are the frequency and momentum of the laser photons.
In addition to the timescale set by photon scattering rate in the Doppler-
cooling process there is the slower dynamics associated with emission and absorption
of the cavity photons by atoms. In the large detuning and high power limit
∣∣∆̄L∣∣2 
Ω2  Γ2, the dominant processes involving creation and annihilation of cavity
photons are the scatterings between a laser photon and a cavity photon as illustrated
in Fig. 4.1(c)-(d). For a single longitudinal mode with a longitudinal momentum
q‖ = q‖ẑ, the transverse modes of the cavity can be expressed in terms of Laguerre-
Gauss modes labeled by the radial index l ∈ N and azimuthal indexm ∈ Z [145, 146].
According to Fermi’s golden rule, the total rate that an atom scatters laser photons










~2Ω2α2q‖∣∣∆̄L∣∣2 (nq‖lm + 1)δ
(




where α2q‖ is the spatial average of α
2
q‖lm
(2αq‖lm is the single-photon Rabi frequency
of the transverse cavity mode q‖lm), nq‖lm is the cavity photon occupation number,
Λ+q‖lm,L is the single-cavity-photon emission rate mediated by the laser, p and p
′ =
p+ ~kL− ~q‖ are the atomic momentum before and after the scattering event, and
K(p) = p2/2mA is the kinetic energy of the atom. We are working in the paraxial
limit so that qq‖lm ≡ ωq‖lm/c ≈ q‖. Furthermore, the atoms are taken to have
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a uniform spatial distribution within the cavity mode volume so that the spatial
average of α2q‖lm is independent of l and m.
Similarly, the total rate that an atom scatters cavity photons into the laser















where Λ−q‖lm,L is the single-cavity-photon absorption rate mediated by the laser, p
′
is the atomic momentum before the scattering event, and p = p′+ ~q‖− ~kL is the
atomic momentum after the scattering event.
Equilibration between emission and absorption of cavity photons mediated by
the cooling laser will lead to a detailed balance condition such that Eq. (4.1) equals














Here n̄q‖lm is the mean number of photons under detailed balance. The Boltzman
factor is picked up by each pair of pi and pi
′ satisfying the energy conservation
condition K(pi
′)−K(pi) = ~(ωL−ωq‖lm) when summing over the atomic momentum
distribution. This equilibration condition can be understood within the framework
of photon thermalization with a parametrically coupled bath [38, 102, 103, 142],
where the conservation of the total number of cavity plus laser photons during the
scattering processes imposes a nonzero chemical potential ~ωL to the cavity photons.





corresponding to a grand canonical
distribution; for ωq‖lm < ωL, one expects gain or lasing instead of an equilibrium
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Figure 4.1: (a) Schematic of an ensemble of two-level atoms which
are Doppler-cooled by laser fields (green arrows) and free-space photon
modes (red arrows), while also interacting with cavity photon modes
(blue arrows within the light-blue region). (b) The state degeneracy
g(E) (equivalent to density of states) of the transverse cavity modes is
equivalent to that of a 2D massive particle in a harmonic trapping po-
tential with a lower-cutoff energy ~ωc = ~ωq‖00 including polarization.
The green line shows the energy of a single laser photon ~ωL. (c) The
scattering process in which an atom is excited by the laser field and then
emits a cavity photon. (d) The scattering process in which an atom
absorbs a cavity photon and then scatters back into the laser field.
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In reality, cavity photons also suffer from losses either due to scattering into
the free space modes or dissipations at the cavity mirrors. Based on the theoretical
tools developed in Ref. [142], assuming perfect cavity mirrors, the detailed balance


















This loss-modified result represents a small correction to the grand-canonical
form Eq. (4.3) in the high power limit Ω  Γ, which is the focus of this work.
Furthermore, the correction depends on the cavity mode frequency, and is larger
for larger transverse cavity modes (when the frequency difference between the given
cavity mode and the laser, ωq‖lm − ωL, is larger). At large but finite power, we
can incorporate the corrections from the second term on the right hand side of
Eq. (4.4) into a shifted chemical potential ~ωL− δµ and a mode-dependent effective
temperature β−1eff , where, formally, δµ and βeff are defined by the equations [142]





















Equation (4.6) predicts a transition from equilibrium to gain at the shifted frequency
ωq‖lm = ωL − δµ/~. For low power, Ω < Ωc for some critical value Ωc, photon loss
is large enough such that Eq. (4.5) has no solutions. In that case, δµ and βeff are
no longer well-defined and only quasithermal light (where the photon distribution
cannot be described by a single well-defined temperature) is expected.
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4.3 2D photonic BEC in a curved cavity
Restricting the cavity photon states to ωq ≥ ωc > ωL−δµ/~, for a cavity cut-off
frequency ωc equal to the lowest transverse mode frequency, can prevent the regime
of gain and take us towards a photon BEC. Specifically, we control the photon
density of states with a cavity and, further, consider a Fabrey-Perot cavity with
curved mirrors to realize a quadratic dispersion relation for the energy of photons,
as has been used to create a BEC of light [94, 113]. In contrast to prior work, here
we consider a long cavity subtending a small solid angle, which makes the atoms
emit mostly into the free-space modes, enabling Doppler cooling [Fig. 4.1(a)].
Specifically, the frequency of a cavity photon in a Laguerre-Gauss mode (q‖, l,m)
is given by [145, 146]
ωq‖lm ≡ cq‖ +
c
D0






where D0 is the distance between cavity mirrors and R is the radius of curvature
of the mirrors. The transverse energy spectrum and the density of states of a
single longitudinal mode inside the cavity is identical to that of a Hamiltonian for












where Mph = ~q‖/c is the mass of the 2D particle, ~q̂⊥ and r̂⊥ are the corresponding






As with 2D massive bosons in a harmonic trap, the cavity photons can undergo
Bose condensation into the ground mode (the lowest transverse mode, which sets
the cut-off frequency ωc ≡ ωq‖00 to the cavity modes). To make a direct connection
to the typical BEC theory, we define a displaced chemical potential µ = ~(ωL − ωc)
to compare the original chemical potential with the ground mode energy, such that
in the absence of loss the whole system is in thermal equilibrium for µ < 0, achieves
BEC in the the thermodynamic limit1 at µ = 0 , and exhibits gain when µ > 0.
The critical temperature of condensation is given by Tc ≈ ~ωT
√
3ntot/πkB where
ntot is the steady-state average photon number [94, 143, 144]. In contrast to many
prior theoretical discussions of trapped atomic and photon BEC, there are two
distinguishing features in photon BEC transitions under this laser cooling scenario.
First, our system is better treated in the context of a grand canonical ensemble with
a controlled chemical potential. Second, the energy-dependent loss mechanisms can
affect the transition. We will first explore lossless BEC physics under the framework
of a number reservoir with a controlled chemical potential, and later include the
effect of loss.
In our laser cooling scenario, one can control T and µ independently by setting
an approximately fixed temperature kBT ≈ ~
∣∣∆̄L∣∣/2 for a large detuning from the
atomic transition, and adjusting µ by the small laser detuning from ωc. The analo-
gous 2D massive bosonic gas experiences a fixed trapping frequency ωT determined
by the geometry of the cavity. We note that ntot is determined jointly by T , µ, and
1The thermodynamic limit is reached by taking ntot →∞ while keeping the 2D number density




ωT , and we explore the BEC transition in the context of a fixed T and ωT while
varying µ.
For the ideal (lossless) grand canonical ensemble of a 2D massive Bose gas in











eβ(j~ωT−µ) − 1 , (4.9)
where the factor of 2 comes from polarization degeneracy and j = 2l + |m|. Each
cavity mode with frequency ωc + jωT has degeneracy 2(j + 1) as one expects for a
2D harmonic oscillator. The corresponding cavity state degeneracy is illustrated in
Fig. 4.1(b). Defining n0 as the average photon number in the ground mode, The
black lines in Fig. 4.2(a)-(b) show the numerically calculated curves of the conden-
sate fraction n0/ntot and ntot as a function of µ in the absence of loss with T and
ωT fixed. In our finite system we do not have a sharp transition; We define the
transition to BEC to be at the inflection point, where d2(n0/ntot)/d[log(µ)]
2 = 0
in Fig. 4.2(a). Treating the total number of excited photons in the continuous
limit [144], the phase transition according to this definition2 occurs at the criti-
cal value µ = −3~2ω2T/π2kBT , which coincides with the condition n0/ntot ≈ 1/2.
The total number of photons at the transition point in this lossless limit for these
parameters is ∼ 26 000.
The position of the inflection point in n0/ntot [Fig. 4.2(a)] will shift in the
presence of loss—due to both cavity loss and scattering into the free-space modes—
whose effects become important at lower laser power. In the regime we focus on in
2Here we study the scenario with varying ntot while keeping ωT constant, which is different
from the usual case to approach thermodynamic limit with a fixed number density.
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Figure 4.2: (a),(b) The condensate fraction n0/ntot [shown in (a)] and
the total average number of photons ntot [shown in (b)] at a fixed tem-
perature as a function of the loss-shifted chemical potential µ̃ plotted
on a logarithmic scale. The ideal grand canonical ensemble result is
shown in black lines, and the colored lines represent the modified re-
sults with two different Rabi frequencies. The critical points repre-
senting the onset of the BEC phase are identified by dots. We take
parameters for the 1S0 − 3P1 Yb intercombination transition [109],
ωL/2π ≈ ωA/2π = 539 THz, Γ/2π = 180 kHz, Er,kL/h = 3.74 kHz,
and assume |kL − q| ≈
√
2|kL|, ∆̄L ≈ −157Γ, and a cavity trapping
frequency ωT/2π= 231 kHz. (c) The condensate fraction n0/ntot as a
function of temperature while keeping the total number of photons fixed.
The ideal grand canonical distribution is shown in black lines while the
colored lines indicate loss-modified results with two different Rabi fre-
quencies. We take parameters for the Yb intercombination transition
with ωT/2π = 231 kHz for ntot = 10
3 and ωT/2π = 73 kHz for ntot = 10
4
such that ntot(ωT/2π)
2 = 5.33 × 1013s−2, proportional to the 2D num-
ber density, is fixed, which leaves the critical temperature essentially
unchanged.
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this work, the cavity loss at the mirrors can be neglected because the effective optical
depth is taken to be large enough that the cavity photons will interact with an atom
before being lost at the mirrors. The effect of cavity photon loss by scattering into
the free-space modes can be suppressed by increasing the cooling laser intensity.
However, higher order effects will need to be considered if one works beyond the low
excitation limit Ω2 
∣∣∆̄L∣∣2.
For Ω > Ωc, the loss-modified total number of photons is given by replacing
µ with µ̃ ≡ (~ωL − ~ωc − δµ), which is the loss-modified displaced chemical poten-
tial, and replacing β with βeff [j] in Eq. (4.9). The effective temperature βeff [j]
−1 is
mode-dependent, and decreases as j = 2l + |m| increases. We study the BEC tran-
sition with scattering loss numerically as shown in the colored lines in Fig. 4.2. For
scenarios with a fixed total number of photons, which is a closer analogy to atomic
BEC, the condensate fraction n0/ntot is shown as the colored lines in Fig. 4.2(c).
The modified curves resemble qualitatively the ideal grand canonical ensemble case
[black lines in Fig. 4.2(c)] at large ntot and large Ω/|∆̄L|, but with a higher transition
temperature. The increase in the transition temperature arises from the loss-induced
truncation of the populations of the higher frequency modes leading to these modes
no longer being in thermal equilibrium. These populations are significantly lower
than would be predicted by a single temperature equal to the atom temperature
(see Fig. 5 in [142]). Thus, for a fixed ntot and T , the mode occupation of the
lower modes is significantly higher than in the untruncated case, which increases
the transition temperature. Just as in a trapped atomic gas BEC, higher central
density (ground mode occupation) leads to a higher transition temperature.
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The loss-modified condensate fraction and the corresponding total number of
photons as a function of µ̃, at fixed T and ωT , are shown in colored lines in Fig. 4.2(a)-
(b). The transition between solid and dotted segments marks the distinction between
GCE-like and quasithermal regimes as described below. The solid segments of the
colored lines are qualitatively similar to the ideal result (black) with the inflection
points of Fig. 4.2(a) left-shifted, which also arises from the loss-induced truncation of
the populations of the higher frequency modes. On the other hand, the dotted part
of our modified result is showing drastically different features from the ideal curve:
Instead of being a monotonic function of µ̃, the modified n0/ntot reaches a minimum
then eventually increases to 1 when µ̃ decreases further away from zero. The total
number of photons also decreases substantially in this regime. This behavior is due
to the fact that higher frequency modes have lower effective temperature because
of loss; the occupation will tend toward the limit of n0/ntot = 1 for large, negative
µ̃ not because of a high degree of condensation but rather because only one mode
survives the loss. We again define the BEC boundary to be at the inflection points
of the condensation fraction curves. We then define an empirical condition that
separates the GCE-like (solid line) region from the quasithermal (dotted line) region






≤ 0, where To is a reference temperature at the equilibrium-to-gain
transition, such that there are at least
∑5
j=0 2(j + 1) = 42 modes that can be
effectively described by a single temperature. For larger negative µ̃ or lower laser
intensities, the scattering loss prevents detailed balance of the cavity photons with
















Figure 4.3: Calculated phase diagram of cavity photons as a function of
Ω and µ. At high power, photon generation can exceed loss leading to
gain (green region) and possibly lasing; cavity photons can be described
as a grand canonical ensemble (yellow) at equilibrium, and we find the
formation of a photon BEC (orange) within the GCE area and near
the gain boundary. For low power, photon loss prevents equilibration
of photons to a single temperature corresponding to that of the atomic
motion, and only quasithermal light (blue) is expected. In this diagram
we use the same parameters as in Fig. 4.2(a).
be described by a single temperature even for a moderate number of modes) is
expected. For µ̃ > 0, one expects the onset of gain for the ground mode. The
calculated phase diagram of the cavity photons is summarized in Fig. 4.3 with the
phase boundaries defined above.
What can one observe in an experiment? In atomic BEC experiments, a
typical technique to observe a BEC transition is to use the time-of-flight method
to measure the momentum distribution of atoms. Here, the photonic version of






















Figure 4.4: Simulations of the far-field photonic “time-of-flight” images
and corresponding cross-sections through the center, where r⊥ is the far-
field transverse position. The parameters are the same as in Fig. 4.2(a)
with Ω = 0.3
∣∣∆̄L∣∣.
reflects the momentum distribution of the cavity transverse modes. Simulations of
the photonic “time-of-flight” images according to Eq. (4.4) are shown in Fig. 4.4.
One expects a sharp central peak when µ̃ is near zero, representing condensation
into the ground mode.
4.4 Summary and Outlook
We have shown that Doppler cooling of a dilute, two-level, atomic ensemble
inside an optical cavity can lead to 2D Bose-Einstein condensation of light. By
studying the condensate fraction and the total photon number with values appro-
priate for the Yb intercombination transition, we have constructed a phase diagram
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as a function of laser frequency and field strength showing gain, condensate, ther-
mal, and quasithermal regimes for cavity photons. The simplicity as well as the
high degree of control of our approach open up opportunities in exploring quantum
phenomena with light. In particular, the thermalization arguments can be directly
generalized to include nonlinear interactions, and thus are relevant to applications
such as Rydberg-polariton thermalization with laser-cooled Rydberg atoms, photon
superfluidity, and nonequilibrium phase transitions.
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Chapter 5: Nonequilibrium Photon Transport in Driven Systems 1
5.1 Quantum Transport Theory
Transport properties are among the key attributes of many important quan-
tum phenomena in condensed matter physics including superconductivity, quantum
Hall effect, Coulomb blockade, topological insulators, and localized phases [147].
Recent development of photonic technologies has allowed emulation of transport
physics, such as photon blockade, using cavity [148, 149] and circuit quantum elec-
trodynamics [15, 150]. However, the vacuum is the typical ground state for photonic
systems, and thus efforts for quantum simulation with light have focused on driving
systems far from equilibrium to provide sufficient numbers of photons. This makes
predicting the dynamics and steady state behavior an outstanding challenge [35, 36].
On the other hand, electronic transport theory, pioneered in the works of
Landauer [151–153], Büttiker [154], and Imry [153], has successfully dealt with a
different problem: What is the quantum version of Ohm’s law, i.e., the relation-
ship between chemical potential difference (voltage) and particle flux (current), for
describing the motion of electrons in mesoscopic systems [151–157]? Of particular
1This chapter has part of “Landauer formulation of photon transport in driven systems,” by
C.-H. Wang and J. M. Taylor in Phys. Rev. B 94, 155437 (2016)
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use have been mathematical tools such as nonequilibirum Green’s function (NEGF)
methods [156–159], which enable predictions for systems even at large voltage bias
and with strong interactions.
In this chapter we consider whether a photonic version of the Landauer-type
transport exists, and find that for parametrically coupled semi-infinite leads (trans-
mission lines), a natural photonic voltage arises with an associated Ohm’s law-type
behavior for the photon flux. Our results rely upon the most recent of several
approaches for developing a photonic equivalent to this voltage-bias [137, 160–162],
including equilibration of light coupled to electrons flowing in a diode [161, 163, 164]
and, more recently, parametrically coupled photonic systems [38]. Specifically, we
derive the nonequilibrium transport of light under the parametric coupling scheme
using nonequilibrium Green’s function formalism. We study the photon flux as the
equivalent of a current through a parametrically driven mesoscopic region, and show
that the photon flux formula can be understood in the Landauer sense, as a trans-
port from a chemical potential imbalance from the parametric coupling, with the
addition of an anomalous particle-nonconserving squeezing term. Intuitively, our
result connects the photon flow between a low frequency bath and an optical bath
as mediated by a mesoscopic, interacting region. Thus we provide a rigorous frame-
work for studying such near-equilibrium photonic systems without resorting to ad
hoc tools for steady-state dynamics. Furthermore, our result predicts a quantitative
link between the photon flux and the Green’s function, which provides a possi-
ble testing ground for photonic quantum simulations even without particle number
conservation.
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5.2 Photon Transport Through a Trivial Scatterer
We start by developing our photonic analog to voltage bias. Consider a pho-
tonic (optical or microwave) system coupled to two baths: one associated with the
typical decay of excitations into other modes via, e.g., imperfect mirrors, while the
other is associated with a second bath coupled time-dependently with fast sinu-
soidal variation of the coupling constant at angular frequency ωp. In particular,
in Ref. [38], one of us showed that a time-dependent bath coupling can lead to
the equilibration of a small system best described by a grand canonical ensemble
distribution, i.e., a system of photons with a chemical potential. However, in that
work crucial questions—such as what happens when coupled to two baths—were
largely detailed heuristically. Here we focus on building a formalism, analogous to
the finite-bias Green’s function approach for electronic transport. In particular, we
describe the two baths as semi-infinite transmission lines for our purposes, with the
parametrically coupled bath being the left lead, and the natural bath corresponding
to photon loss being the right lead, which could correspond to an outgoing optical
signal to be measured with a photodetector (Fig. 5.1). This is now analogous to
electronic transport at finite voltage bias, where the voltage is equivalent to the
chemical potential ~ωp.
As a toy model, and to help develop the formalism, we start with the sim-
plest setup in which the scatterer is trivial—a section of transmission line—and the
problem now reduces to the case with left and right semi-infinite leads coupled para-








Figure 5.1: (a) Our conceptually simplest system of two semi-infinite
leads, with a time-dependent coupling between them and a photodetec-
tor connecting to the right lead. (b) A potential physical implementation
with a Josephson parametric coupler, driven with a flux bias line, be-

















Here HL and HR are Hamiltonians of left and right transmission lines re-
spectively, and HT (t) is the time-dependent tunneling coupling between the two
subsystems. The summation index α labels the states in the left transmission line
















~ωβ = εβ, bβ, uβ, and pβ represent states in the right. λα,β are the coupling con-
stants.
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Here I is the identity matrix, and T denotes the matrix transpose. K is a symmetric
spring’s constant matrix and can be further separated into diagonal and off-diagonal














βδββ′ , and V
LR
αβ (t) = V
RL
βα (t) = cos(ωpt)λαβ.
Assume the two subsystems were initially decoupled and in their own thermal
equilibrium, and the parametric coupling is adiabatically turned on at t = −∞ and
turned off at t = ∞. Our goal is to find the photonic current transported between
the two ends and express it in a Landauer-like formula in order to predict the current
based on an effective chemical potential difference analogous to a voltage bias.
The current on the right at some later time t is defined as the temporal change





















The angular bracket denotes ensemble average over the initial equilibrium density of
states, while the operators are in the Heisenberg picture. According to the Heisen-













where Ṽ RLβα (t) ≡ V RLβα (t)/ωβ = cos(ωpt)λαβ/ωβ.
One can connect the current expression with Keldysh Green’s functions [158]
by introducing the nonequilibrium lesser Green’s function defined as






which can also be split into four blocks associated with left and right transmission












The trace here means tracing over photon states α.
We now follow the standard Keldysh formalism (NEGF formalism) [158] to
study the transport formula [155–157, 165]. Since we define our Green’s functions
on displacement operators u instead of photon creation operators a†, our problem
structurally resembles more the thermal transport cases [165] than electronic ones.
We remind the reader here that since the parametric coupling varies with time and
allows pair production and annihilation mechanisms, many identities and tricks in
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previous works involving steady-state or particle-conserving assumptions cannnot
be applied here.
The equation of motion of the contour ordered Green’s function defined on the
Keldysh contour C follows
∂2
∂τ 2
Gc(τ, τ ′) + KGc(τ, τ ′) = −δ(τ, τ ′)I, (5.10)




gc(τ, τ ′) + Dgc(τ, τ ′) = −δ(τ, τ ′)I. (5.11)
One can easily verify that Gc(τ, τ ′) follows the Dyson equation
Gc(τ, τ ′) = gc(τ, τ ′) +
∫
C
dτ ′′gc(τ, τ ′′)V(τ ′′)Gc(τ ′′, τ ′). (5.12)
Using the Langreth theorem of analytic continuation [159], the lesser Green’s



















Here the r and a superscripts stand for retarded and advanced Green’s functions,
and we treat λ as a perturbation. The equilibrium Green’s functions used in the
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G<LR(t, t






































Here nL(R)(εα(β)) = (e
(εα(β)−µL(R))/kBT − 1)−1 are the bosonic occupation number in
left and right transmission lines. The chemical potentials µL = µR = 0 for photons,
kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the initial temperature of the system.
By inserting the expression for G<LR(t, t




















































cos[(ωβ − ωα)τ ] [nL(εα)− nR(εβ)]
+ cos[(ωβ + ωα)τ ] [nL(εα) + nR(εβ) + 1]
})
. (5.15)
In the last equality we have used the identity cos(ωpt1) cos(ωpt) = cos(ωpτ)/2
+cos[ωp(2t−τ)]/2, and changed the integral variable to τ = t− t1. The only explicit
t dependence arises in the cos[ωp(2t − τ)] factor. Averaging over one pump cycle
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2π/ωp takes this factor to zero. We thus neglect those terms with cos[ωp(2t− τ)] in
the spirit of the rotating wave approximation.
We assume the coupling constant only depends on the mode energy, λαβ =









dεβρR(εβ). Here ρL and ρR are the energy density of states in the left and
right transmission lines. Note that
∫∞
0
cos[(ω − ω1)τ ]dτ = πδ(ω − ω1). We now












dε T (ε, ~ωp − ε) [nL(ε) + nR(~ωp − ε) + 1] (5.16)
Here J̄R represents the time-averaged current under the rotating wave approxi-




× ρL(ε1)ρR(ε2). J̄L can be calculated with similar formulations.
Note that the 1/ε factor in the transmission function and the bosonic occupa-
tion numbers nL(R)(ε) go to infinity as the photon energy approaches zero. One can
ensure the convergence of our model by the choice of a three-dimensional reservoir
on the low-frequency side. The presence of the nonlinear interaction in the case of
an interacting mesoscopic region can regulate the problem as well [38]. The power
from the pump that generates the parametric coupling should be finite, and as the
IR divergence is approached for lower dimensional systems, an appropriate inclu-
sion of pump depletion will be necessary to develop a complete understanding of
the problem.
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The first line of Eq. (5.16) can be interpreted as a Landauer-like transport with
an effective chemical potential ~ωp on the right transmission line, and the second
line represents a Landauer-like transport with an effective chemical potential ~ωp
on the left. The third line is a particle-nonconserving term due to pair creation and
annihilation mechanisms allowed by the oscillating u-u type coupling. Two-mode
squeezed states of light [166] are generated through this mechanism with the photon
pairs entangled. One will expect a thermal state when tracing over the output modes
on one side of such photon pairs.
Note that the current formula is consistent with Fermi’s golden rule: The para-
metric coupling cos(ωpt) only allows transition with Ef − Ei = ∆E = ±~ωp, where
Ef and Ei are the energies of the final and initial states. For ωp = 0, the current
equation reduces to the usual Landauer form proportional to nL(ε) − nR(ε), which
is essentially zero when the two transmission lines are at the same temperature.
The particle-nonconserving nature of the problem is manifested by identifying
the anomalous current J̄A ≡ J̄R+J̄L2 =
∫ ~ωp
0
dεT (ε, ~ωp−ε) [nL(ε) + nR(~ωp − ε) + 1],
which is only zero when T (ε, ~ωp − ε) = 0 throughout the range, as is the case in
Fig. 5.2(b). This term can also be understood in Fermi’s golden rule point of view,
considering the harmonic perturbation HT (t). According to Fermi’s golden rule, the








dε T (ε, ~ωp − ε)nL(ε)nR(~ωp − ε). (5.17)
The net creation rate is thus Rc −Ra = J̄A.
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One can find the nonequilibrium transport part of the current by subtracting
the anomalous squeezing (particle-nonconserving) term J̄A, and we are left with the
normal current J̄N ≡ (J̄R − J̄L)/2, the first two lines of Eq. (5.16). We note here
that the asymmetry between right and left is necessary for the transport to occur;
the first two lines of Eq. (5.16) will cancel each other otherwise.
To focus on the transport mechanism only, we consider an energy gap on
the right transmission line [see Fig. 5.2(b)] such that ∀α, β, εβ > ~ωp, εβ > εα.
This gap setup prevents the pair creation and annihilation mechanisms, leaves us
with a conserved current and permits a direct photonic analog to electronic trans-
port. The system follows the transport formula J̄R =
∫ εα,max+~ωp
εβ,min
dεT (ε− ~ωp, ε)
× [nL(ε− ~ωp)− nR(ε)], which is equivalent to a nonequilibirum transport current
under a chemical potential imbalance µL = ~ωp, µR = 0.
One can see the resemblance between our gapped transport equation and the
I-V (current-voltage) characteristic of an ideal light emitting diode (LED) [161] by
relating the chemical potential ~ωp to qV , and the gap energy εβ,min to the photon
energy threshold eg, and working under the region εα,max + ~ωp  kBT . However,
we cannot yet make a direct connection mathematically with the somewhat different
problem of electron transport through a diode combined with emission of photon












Figure 5.2: (a) The generic mesoscopic scenario, with two semi-infinite
leads coupled parametrically to an intermediate mesoscopic region C,
provides a photonic equivalent to a voltage bias and a (nonlinear)
impedance provided by the region C. (b) A schematic diagram of the
parametric coupling mechanism, in which a low-energy photonic mode
on the left side is up-converted via the pump photon with energy ~ωp
to a higher energy mode on the right. The case where L and R leads
have a high (left) and low (right) frequency cutoff is shown, to prevent
anomalous squeezing terms.
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5.3 Photon Transport Through a Mesoscopic Central Region
Now we consider a more generic case with a center mesoscopic region placed
between the transmission lines, with parametric coupling between the center region
and the left transmission line (see Fig. 5.2). We replace the time-dependent barrier
HT (t) with HC +HCL(t) +HCR, and the Hamiltonian becomes


























The summation index γ labels the states in the center with energies ~ωγ = εγ
and photon annihilation operators cγ. Note that we place all time dependence in
the center to left coupling HCL(t). The central region can contain some nonlinear
interacting term Hint as well as nontrivial single-particle potential effects from tγγ′ .
We again assume the subsystems were initially in their own thermal equilibrium
before the parametric coupling adiabatically turned on at t = −∞.













Here Ṽ RCβγ = V
RC
βγ /ωβ = λ̆βγ/ωβ.







Using the Langreth theorem of analytic continuation and defining Σ̃R(t1, t
′) =
VCRgR(t1, t




















This is our generic current expression analogous to the Meir-Wingreen equation in
the electronic transport theory [156].






























We note here that due to the time-dependent coupling, the center Green’s function
is not in a steady state, and its Fourier transform function therefore depends on the
initial (or ending) time index.
We now examine the simplified case of noninteracting center, and the main re-
sult of this work follows through. Non-interacting mesoscopic transport theory pro-
vides interesting phenomena such as weak localization, ballistic-to-diffusive transi-
tions, and weak-antilocalization [167–169]. For Hint = 0, the center Green’s function
follows the Dyson equation
GcCC(τ, τ











Here Σctot(τ1, τ2) is the total self-energy of the center,
Σctot(τ1, τ2) = Σ
c
L(τ1, τ2) + Σ
c
R(τ1, τ2),
ΣcL(τ1, τ2) ≡ VCL cos(ωpτ1)gcL(τ1, τ2) cos(ωpτ2)VLC ,
ΣcR(τ1, τ2) ≡ VCRgcR(τ1, τ2)VRC . (5.24)
Note that for the case of interacting center, there will be additional contribution to
the self-energy depending on the details of Hint.
















which allows us to further simplify the current expression.
The center Green’s function under parametric coupling can be expanded with
the harmonics of the coupling frequency ωp. Specifically, GCC(t, ω) =
∑
n GCC,n(ω)
× e2niωpt, n ∈ Z. Under the rotating wave approximation, we neglect fast oscillating
terms with n 6= 0 and keep only the n = 0 steady part of the current. The time

















Since the current is real, J̄R = (J̄R + J̄
∗
R)/2. Using the general identity G
> −
G< = Gr − Ga and identities for steady state Green’s functions in the frequency

















Expanding the non-interacting center greater and lesser Green’s functions to
















































By inserting the equilibrium Green’s function for left and right transmission












dεTC(ε, ~ωp − ε) [nL(ε) + nR(~ωp − ε) + 1] . (5.29)








[ΛR(εβ)]γ1,γ2 = ρR(εβ)λ̆γ1(εβ)λ̆γ2(εβ)/εβ. (5.30)
We again have the first two lines of Eq. (5.29) as the Landauer-like transport
terms, and the last line is the particle-nonconserving part due to the oscillating u-u
type coupling. The system will undergo nonequilibirum transport with an effec-
tive chemical potential imbalance ~ωp under specific gap setups, and the current
expression resembles the I-V characteristic of an ideal light-emitting diode.
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5.4 Outlook
We have derived the photonic flux between different baths parametrically cou-
pled to an intermediate system and found a Landauer-like transport formula for
non-interacting centers. However, we also have another regime, with a particle-
nonconserving term, which we can interpret as a two-mode squeezing output. The
consequences of this latter regime for observation and even application remain to
be explored and are beyond the scope of the present work. We have also shown a
potential extension of these techniques at the formal level to the interacting case,
but suggest that applying these results, e.g., to photon-blockaded systems to see the
nonclassical light output would be an intriguing next step.
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Appendix A: Self-Consistent Analysis of Laser Cooling with Opti-
cally Thick and Thin Modes 1
A.1 The Master Equation
The rapid decay of the lossy bath modes bk leads to dissipative effects for
the atoms (e.g., excited-state decay) and the system photons aq (via scattering into
bath modes). We describe the resulting dissipative dynamics with a Lindblad-form
master equation. Each Lindblad-form damping term has a jump operator ĉj and an
associated rate rj. Formally, the master equation for a density matrix ρT describing


















where HT is the combined system and atom Hamiltonian.
We now identify the jump operators and corresponding rates for atomic states
due to bath modes based on the above analysis. Due to spontaneous decay into
bath modes, for each bath mode bk, we have an excited-state jump operator ĉ
e
k with
1This chapter has part of “Photon thermalization via laser cooling of atoms,” by C.-H. Wang,
M. J. Gullans, J. V. Porto, W. D. Phillips and J. M. Taylor in Phys. Rev. A 98, 013834 (2018)
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a jump rate rek:
ĉek = e









Γ, as expected. The second-order transitions due to laser-bath scattering with modes
bk will also lead to ground state–ground state jump operators ĉ
g








whereRk(p) is given by Eq. (3.11). The sum of all jump rates leads to a laser-induced




k(p) = γ(p). Note that the groun-state decay
rate is momentum dependent. The overall effect of the cavity decay of the system
photons can be described as jump operators ĉq = aq, and jump rates κq.
When applying the ground-state jump operators and rates, the lowest order
effect in Ω of the bath modes bk has been included. To treat the overall problem
consistently, we have to express the Hamiltonian to the lowest order in Ω for the










iωLte−i(kL−q)·r~R−q (p) |g〉 〈g| , (A.4)
where R+q (p) and R
−
q (p) are given by Eqs. (3.15) and (3.16).
We can then write down the effective Hamiltonian after integrating out the
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iωLte−i(kL−q)·r~R−q (p) |g〉 〈g| . (A.5)
From the VASL(t) term in the effective Hamiltonian, we see explicitly that the laser
mediates time-dependent (parametric) coupling between the system photons and
the atomic ground state. We will study how the atomic motional state evolves later
in this section, which determines the dynamics of the bath. In Appendix B we will
find the emission and absorption rates of the system photons on top of the rapid
thermalization of atoms due to laser and bath modes.



























, ei(kL−k)·r |g〉 〈g| ρT |g〉 〈g| e−i(kL−k)·r
}
(A.6)
Since the jump rates depend on the atomic momentum, we treat them as operators
and symmetrize them around ĉjρTĉ
†
j terms using the anticommutator {, }.
The system density matrix now describes the atoms and the system photons
aq only, and can be further separated as ρT = ρee |e〉 〈e| + ρgg |g〉 〈g| + ρeg |e〉 〈g| +
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ρge |g〉 〈e|, where ρij is an operator acting in the atomic momentum and photon
number Hilbert space. According to the master equation, the excited component
ρee is rapidly decaying with a rate Γ while the off-diagonal terms ρeg, ρge dephase
with a rate Γ/2 + γ(p)/2 ≈ Γ/2.
We now focus on the ground state component ρgg only. We start with the
simplest case that the overall space is one dimensional (1D) along the x̂ axis. In the
limit (kL−k)·r  1, we can make a Lamb-Dicke approximation because the distance
the atom moves during scattering events is much shorter than the wavelength of the
photons. This leads to the approximate expression
ei(kL−k)·rρgge
−i(kL−k)·r ≈ ρgg + i[(kL − k) · r, ρgg]−
1
2
[(kL − k) · r, [(kL − k) · r, ρgg]].
(A.7)

















The second term in Eq. (A.7) is imaginary and will lead to an effective force in
Eq. (A.6). Assuming the recoil effect is small as in the usual Doppler cooling scheme,
the relevant bath modes are photons with momentum about the same magnitude
as ~kL but nearly isotropic. Therefore, we have
∑
k k|β2k|δ(∆Egg(k,p)) ≈ 0. For
kL = kLx̂, the second term leads to
∑
k













The approximation follows by assuming the Doppler shift and the recoil shift are






~kL, and the [x, {px, ρgg}] part will create a velocity-dependent




. Note that the rate is positive with a
negative detuning ∆̄L appropriate for laser cooling.
We then examine the third term in Eq. (A.7), −1
2
[(kL − k) · r, [(kL − k) · r, ρgg]].
Recall that we are considering the 1D case, we have
∑
k(kL−k)2 2π~ |~β2k|δ(∆Egg(k,p))
≈ 2k2LΓ. We have again neglected the recoil effect for the relevant bath modes. The
leading order contribution from this term to Eq. (A.6) is − Ω2Γk2L
∆̄2L+Γ
2/4
[x, [x, ρgg]], which
corresponds to a diffusion term for the atomic momentum.



































+ ~ωA |e〉 〈e| + HS + HAS + VASL(t). The above equation is in fact










|∆̄L| given by the momentum diffusion




. The dc force term (a drift) can be com-
pensated for by another dc force term or by including a counter-propagating laser.
This master equation can be easily generalized to three dimensions. In practice,
the use of multiple laser beams will remove the drift term and recover the standard
Doppler cooling theory of two-level atoms in the low-excitation limit.
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A.2 Self-Consistent Fermi’s Golden Rule using Time-Dependent Per-
turbation Theory
To treat the dynamics of the atoms and the system photons self-consistently,
we here calculate the transition rates associated with system photon emission and
absorption using the quantum jump master equation and time-dependent pertur-
bation theory. This complements—and indeed is equivalent to—the diagrammatic
approach followed in the main text. For simplicity, we consider the case of a single
laser mode kL, a single system photon mode aq, and an initial state with a definite
atomic momentum |ψ(t = 0)〉 = |nq〉 |g,p〉. Here {nq} denotes the Fock state of
system photons. We also neglect cavity loss for the moment. Under the effective
Hamiltonian, the time evolution of the unnormalized state is








−izn(t−ta)−izg0 ta 〈n|V (ta) |ψ(0)〉
=e−izg0 t |g0〉+ iαq
√
nqfe−q (t)






According to the effective Hamiltonian, the evolution of each state has a com-
plex frequency zi = ωi − iγi/2; the real part corresponds to the state energy and
the imaginary part denotes the damping. The short hand notations of the possible
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states are
|g0〉 = |nq〉 |g,p〉 ,∣∣g+q,L〉 = |nq + 1〉 |g,p + ~kL − ~q〉 ,∣∣g−q,L〉 = |nq − 1〉 |g,p + ~q − ~kL〉 ,∣∣e−q 〉 = |nq − 1〉 |e,p + ~q〉 , (A.11)










|p + ~kL − ~q|2
2m~
+ (nq + 1)ωq −





|p + ~q − ~kL|2
2m~
+ (nq − 1)ωq −










Here the superscript “ + ” again denotes emission of a system photon (|nq〉 →
|nq + 1〉) and “− ” for absorption (|nq〉 → |nq − 1〉).




























e−izg0 ta . (A.15)
Compared to the usual time-dependent perturbation theory, the above time-dependent
functions include the dissipative part of the Hamiltonian, and shall lead to modifi-
cations from the usual Fermi’s golden rule.
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First, since 〈ψ(t) |ψ(t)〉 ≈ e−γpt, we find the jump time tJ by solving r = e−γptJ ,
0 ≤ r ≤ 1, where r is randomly distributed in (0, 1). The average total jump rate
from the initial state is ≈ γ(p) up to a correction at order V 2. At the time of
the jump, we need to evaluate the different possible jump outcomes, according to
the un-normalized probability distributions Pj ∝ Pj = γj 〈ψ(tJ)| ĉ†j ĉj |ψ(tJ)〉 /r, and






















We interpret the possible jump outcomes as the following processes (see Fig.3.5):
(a) P0(p): scattering process that absorbs a laser photon and spontaneously decays
into the bath modes; (b) P+q,L(p): scattering process that absorbs a laser photon
and emits a system photon; (c) P−q,L(p): scattering process that absorbs a system
photon and scatters back into the laser mode; (d) P−q,B(p): scattering process that
absorbs a system photon and scatters into the bath modes. The average rates for
those processes will be evaluated in details.
Since |ψ(tJ)〉 ≈ e−izg0 tJ |ψ(0)〉 + O(V 2), the scattering process that absorbs
a laser photon and emits a system photon [Eq. (A.16)] is the leading-order effect.
Therefore,
∑








γ(p)Pjdr, which is the overall decay rate γ(p) times the normalized
probability Pj averaging over possible jump time.
The leading-order jump outcome associated with Eq. (A.16) happens at a
rate Γ0(p) = γ(p)
∫ 1
0
drP0(p)P0(p) = γ(p). This corresponds to the laser-bath scattering
process [Fig.3.5(a)] with a rate consistent with our analysis in Sec 3.3. We can
identify this rate as the “thermalizing jump rate,” the jump rate that leads to the
thermalization of atoms. In addition, since the laser-bath scattering leads to Doppler
cooling of atoms, we can assume that the atomic motion reequilibrates to a steady
state ρBatom =
∫
d3pΠ(p) |g,p〉 〈g,p| before other processes involving the change
of system photonic state occurs, where Π(p) follows the Boltzmann distribution as
defined in Eq. (3.18). This steady-state distribution due to Doppler cooling of atoms
averages out the phase factor ei(kL−q)·r in the coupling VASL(t); one can thus neglect
the coherent part of the system photons. The long-time dynamics of the system
photons is then governed by incoherent transitions between photon number states
with rates calculated below.
The average rate of emitting one system photon from a specific atomic mo-
mentum state |g,p〉, start from |g0〉 and ending in













This rate corresponds to the emission process of a system photon over a finite
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time before the atoms being reset (thermalized) by the emission process into bath
modes. We see a simpler interpretation here: a new jump operator that acts di-























(ωg0 + ωL − ωg+q,L)
2 + (γg0 + γg+q,L
)2/4
] , (A.21)
where we used r = e−γ(p)t → dr
r
= −γ(p)dt. The total system photon emission rate







d3pΠ(p)|R+q (p)|2δγ(p)+γ(p+kL−q) (∆Egg(q,p)) . (A.22)
Recall that δε(ω) =
ε/2π
ω2+ε2/4
is a broadened δ function of ω with a width ε. We call
the result in Eq. (A.22) an example of the self-consistent Fermi’s golden rule, in
which the δ function in the usual Fermi’s golden rule is now replaced by the decay-
broadened δ function δγ(p)+γ(p+kL−q) due to the finite lifetime of the initial and final
states. The system photons absorption rates according to Eqs. (A.18) and (A.19)
can be found analogously as presented in Sec. A.2.
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